
 

 

  30 July 2015 
 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE 
 

A meeting of the Development Control Committee will be held on TUESDAY, 11 
AUGUST 2015 in the Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Ebley Wharf, Stroud at 18:00. 

 

David Hagg 
Chief Executive 

 

Please Note:  

i This meeting will be filmed for live or subsequent broadcast via the Council’s 
internet site (www.stroud.gov.uk).  By entering the Council Chamber you are 
consenting to being filmed.  The whole of the meeting will be filmed except where 
there are confidential or exempt items, which may need to be considered in the 
absence of the press and public. 

ii The procedure for public speaking which applies to Development Control 
Committees is set out on the page immediately preceding the Planning Schedule. 

 
A G E N D A 

 

 
1 APOLOGIES 

To receive apologies of absence. 
 

 
2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

To receive declarations of interest. 
 

 
3 MINUTES - 14 JULY 2015 

To approve and sign as a correct record the Minutes of the Development Control 
Committee meeting held on 14 July 2015. 
 

 
4. DEVELOPMENT CONTROL - PLANNING SCHEDULE 

NOTE:  For access to information purposes, the background papers for the 
applications listed in the schedule are the application itself and subsequent 
papers as listed in the relevant file. 
 

 
4.1 LAND AT CHESTNUT PARK, KINGSWOOD, GLOS 

Outline planning application for the erection of 51 No. 2, 3 and 4 bedroom 
dwellings (including 30% affordable), ecological mitigation land, landscaping, 
access from adjacent Chestnut Park and associated works (S.15/0971/OUT). 
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Development Control Committee  Agenda Published: 30 July 2015 

 

 
Members of Development Control Committee 

 
Councillor Stephen Moore (Chair) 
Councillor John Marjoram (Vice-Chair) 
Councillor Liz Ashton 
Councillor Dorcas Binns 
Councillor Rowland Blackwell 
Councillor Nigel Cooper 

Councillor Paul Hemming 
Councillor Haydn Jones 
Councillor Dave Mossman 
Councillor Steve Robinson 
Councillor Emma Sims 
Councillor Tom Williams 

 

4.2 THE FULL MOON, MOUNT PLEASANT, WOTTON-UNDER-EDGE 
Proposed demolition of existing public house and erection of 11 new dwellings 
with access and parking (S.14/2430/FUL). 
 

 
4.3 LAND ADJACENT TO STONE WITH WOODFORD CHURCH OF ENGLAND 

PRIMARY SCHOOL, STONE, BERKELEY 
Erection of 8 No. two bed houses (S.15/0989/FUL). 
 

 
4.4 WINDRUSH, UPTON LANE, BROOKTHORPE 

Erection of two-storey extension and alterations to roof (S.15/1302/HHOLD). 
 

 
4.5 4 COLDSTREAM COTTAGES, SHEEPSCOMBE, STROUD 

Removal of partition wall in the sitting room (S.15/0764/LBC). 
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2015/16 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE 
 

14 July 2015 
 

6.00 pm – 9.37 pm 
Council Chamber, Ebley Mill, Stroud 

 
Minutes 

3 
 

Membership: 
 
Stephen Moore ** 
John Marjoram * 
Liz Ashton 
Dorcas Binns 
Rowland Blackwell 
Nigel Cooper 

P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

Paul Hemming 
Haydn Jones 
Dave Mossman 
Steve Robinson 
Emma Sims 
Tom Williams 

P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

 
** = Chair * = Vice-Chair  A = Absent P = Present 
 
Other Members in attendance 
Councillor Rhiannon Wigzell  Councillor Jonathan Edmunds 
 
Officers in attendance 
Development Control Manager   Legal Services Manager & Monitoring Officer 
Principal Planning Officers Democratic Services Officer 
Planning Officer 
 
DC.013 APOLOGIES 
 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 
DC.014 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
None 
 
DC.015 MINUTES 
 
RESOLVED That the Minutes of the Development Control Committee meeting 

held on 9 June 2015 are accepted as a correct record.   
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DC.016 PLANNING SCHEDULE 
 
Representations were received and taken into account by the Committee in respect of 
the following applications:- 
 

1. S.13/1893/FUL 2. S.14/2938/FUL 3. S.15/0303/FUL 

4. S.15/0677/FUL 5. S.14/2849/FUL 6. S.14/2151/FUL 

7. S.15/0594/FUL 8. S.15/1034/NEWTPO   

 
Late Pages had been circulated to Members prior to the meeting and were available at 
the meeting in respect of scheduled Items 1, 2, 3, 5 and 7. 
 
 
DC.017 ITEM 1 - ROOKSMOOR MILLS, BATH ROAD, WOODCHESTER, 

 STROUD – (S.13/1893/FUL) 
 
The Development Control Manager outlined the above application and explained the 
reasons for the application being brought back to the committee, which was due to a 
threat of Judicial Review, on allegedly not giving sufficient consideration of the impact on 
the Priory, the Roman Villa, the Conservation Area, and the views of Historic England. A 
map showing the heritage assets was displayed. When making a decision, Members 
were reminded they needed to have special regard to the impact on the setting of listed 
buildings and conservation area and consider whether the benefit outweighs the harm. 
 
Councillor Rhiannon Wigzell, Ward Member, outlined reasons why the application before 
Members should be refused. 
 
As this application was discussed at the previous meeting, and members of the public 
had spoken at that meeting, public speaking did not take place. 
 
In replying to Members’ questions the following points were clarified: 
 

 The particular characteristics and heritage of the listed buildings and Conservation 
Area should be given consideration when developing the site. 

 The relationship between the underground archaeology and the development will 
have impact on the site.   

 The Industrial Heritage Conservation Area Statement allows for modern design in a 
historic setting. 

 The impact on the visual and historic setting of the height of the buildings has to be 
considered. 

 Previous approval of planning permission in 2007 has lapsed; this application is 
different in design. 

 
A motion to ACCEPT the Officer’s recommendation was proposed by Councillor John 
Marjoram and seconded by Councillor Paul Hemming. 
 
Members debated the application and expressed their views. 
 
On being put the vote, there were 9 votes for the motion, 2 votes against and 1 
abstention. 
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RESOLVED To GRANT PERMISSION for application S.13/1893/FUL in 
accordance with the Officer’s recommendation. 

 
DC.018 ITEM 2 - STUART COURT, BUTT STREET, MINCHINHAMPTON, 

GLOUCESTERSHIRE – (S.14/2938/FUL) – ERECTION OF 7 NO. 
RETIREMENT HOMES AND ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENT 

 
The Principal Planning Officer updated the committee and drew Members’ attention to 
the late pages, letters from Alder King, Gloucestershire Association for Disability, Morse 
Heritage, Councillor Nick Hurst and a revised landscape plan. 
 
Christine Elson spoke on behalf of Gloucestershire Association for Disability and raised 
concerns of the trustees who were very anxious, as a refusal of the application would 
result in the loss of a sale of property.  She stated that this was a well managed site and 
the 7 properties would integrate well and would benefit the community. 
 
The officers displayed proposed plans and an aerial photo of the trees to the west of the 
site. 
 
In replying to Members’ questions the following points were clarified: 
 

 A percentage of houses for people with disabilities could be dealt with by a 
covenant if the application is successful. 

 The officer highlighted the aerial photo of the trees on the site which would need to 
be felled, explaining the loss of setting within the Conservation Area being replaced 
by building. 

 The stone from the demolished building would be reused on the site. 
 
A motion to GRANT PERMISSION contrary to the Officer’s recommendation was 
proposed by Councillor Emma Sims, citing Policies NE8, NE10, 11, 12, HN8, HC1, 
Paragraphs 56, 57, 55 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), ES1 and 
ES8 of the emerging Local Plan  which related to sustainability, design, landscape 
protection, respecting the value of trees and Conservation Area impact.  This was 
seconded by Councillor Nigel Cooper also citing reasons including little impact on 
heritage assets or highway.   
 
The Principal Planning Officer clarified the conditions for permission: 
 

 Three year limit on approving plans 

 Integration of material on site 

 Mitigation strategy for bats 

 Highway conditions regarding manoeuvring and Construction Method Statement 

 Safe method for dismantling existing buildings 
 

On debating this application Members expressed differing views. 
 
On being put to the vote, there were 11 votes for the Motion, 0 vote against and 1 
Abstention; it was declared CARRIED. 
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RESOLVED To GRANT PERMISSION for application S.14/2938/FUL (subject to 
conditions determined by the Development Control Manager) for 
the reasons as set out in the Minutes  

 
DC.019 ITEM 3 - HORIZONS, MAIN ROAD, WHITESHILL, STROUD - 

(S.15/0303/FUL) - PROPOSED ERECTION OF 3 NO. TWO BEDROOM 
DWELLING HOUSES 

 
The Development Control Manager updated the committee on the above application 
confirming amended plans had been received and County Highways had no objections. 
 
Councillor Jonathan Edmunds, Ward Member, outlined reasons for objecting to the 
application.   
 
Rebecca Charlie representing the Parish Council spoke in opposition to the application, 
quoting Policies G5 of the current Local Plan and CE13 of the emerging Local Plan.   
 
Nadine Gibbs and Lesley Ford representing the residents spoke in opposition quoting 
policies NE8 and ES7 of the emerging Local Plan.   
 
The Applicant’s Agent spoke in support of the application, and allayed concerns about 
stability of materials and weight of lorries on the main road.   
 
In replying to Members’ questions the following points were clarified: 
 

 Traffic impact has to be severe to warrant refusal. 

 The Building Control Manager is satisfied that the buildings can be safely 
constructed. 

 A condition could be enforced to dispose of spoil on the site responsibly. 
 
A motion to REFUSE the applications contrary to the Officer’s recommendation was 
proposed by Councillor John Marjoram and seconded by Councillor Dave Mossman 
citing policies ES7 of the emerging Local Plan and Paragraph 115 of the NPPF, as 
reasons for refusal with particular concerns being expressed about landscape impact  
bearing in mind the AONB .   
 
Members debated the application and concerns were expressed about the traffic and 
landscape impact. 
 
On being put to the vote there were 7 votes for the motion, 3 votes against and 2 
abstentions, it was declared CARRIED. 
 
RESOLVED To REFUSE application S.15/0303/FUL for the reasons set out in 

these Minutes. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 8.01 pm and recommenced at 8.10 pm. 
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DC.020 ITEM 4 - LAND AT THE STARTING GATE, ELMGROVE ROAD EAST, 
 HARDWICKE, GLOUCESTER – (S.15/0677/FUL) – ERECTION OF 2 

DETACHED AND 2 SEMI-DETACHED DWELLING HOUSES  
 
The Principal Planning Officer outlined this application. 
 
Councillor Dave Mossman expressed concerns regarding overdevelopment on this site, 
traffic movements in and out of the site, particularly emergency vehicles and suggested 
that this application be deferred. 
 
Before public speaking took place the Legal Services Manager explained that if anyone 
wanted to speak today, and the application was deferred, they could not speak if the 
same application was brought back to the committee. 
 
Parish Councillor Mike King representing the Parish Council had been asked to speak 
and reiterated the comments made by Councillor Mossman. 
 
The applicant’s Agent spoke, explaining that further parking spaces would be located to 
the right side of the property.  A fresh application could be submitted to deal with 
deliveries.  He stated that the case officer had referred to a completely different site, 
when referring to this application.   
 
Councillor Mossman proposed a motion to DEFER the application for negotiation by 
Officers on highway matters considering paragraphs 32 and 35 of the NPPF which this 
was seconded by Dorcas Binns. 
 
On being put to the vote it was: 
 
RESOLVED That application S.15/0677/FUL be DEFERRED for officers to 

negotiate revisions with the applicant, which would be brought 
back to the committee at a future date. 

 
DC.021 ITEM 5 - THE STARTING GATE, ELMGROVE ROAD EAST, 

HARDWICKE, GLOUCESTER – (S.14/2849/FUL) – CHANGE OF USE 
OF SOUTHERN PART OF GROUND FLOOR FROM A4 to A5 

 
The Principal Planning Officer outlined this application.  
 
The applicant’s Agent explained that this was a takeaway, not a fish and chip shop and 
there were also other inaccuracies in the Officer’s report.   
 
Councillor Dave Mossman proposed a motion to DEFER the application, quoting 
paragraphs 32 and 35 of the NPPF, expressing concern about the safety of pedestrians 
and motorists due to conflicting movements and impaired parking. This was seconded 
by Councillor John Marjoram. 
 
RESOLVED That the application S.14/2849/FUL be DEFERRED for officers to 

negotiate revisions with the applicant, which would be brought 
back to the committee at a future date. 
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DC.022 ITEM 6 - LAND ADJACENT TO WOODCHESTER GARAGE, BATH 
ROAD, WOODCHESTER, STROUD – (S.14/2151/FUL) – CHANGE OF 
USE FROM FORMER PETROL STATION TO HAND CAR WASH  

 
The Principal Planning Officer outlined the application. 
 
Councillor Rhiannon Wigzell, Ward Member objected to the application on highway 
safety and quoted policies GE5 of the Local Plan and ES3 of the emerging Local Plan 
for her objections.  There had been a fatal accident in the past quite close to this site. 
 
A representative of the Parish Council also objected to this application on highway 
safety.  The site was not in an area designated for employment.  Policies GE5 and ES3 
of the emerging Local Plan were quoted for reasons of objection.   
 
Mr. Ian Peacock a local resident spoke in objection to this application, on behalf of 
himself and his neighbours.  Concern was expressed on the volume and speed of traffic 
using the A46, and the hazards for pedestrians and vehicles. 
 
Mr. James Griffin spoke in support of the application, saying that this would bring a 
small site back into use, the Highways and Environmental Health Officers did not object 
and there would be no harm to the surrounding area. 
 
In replying to Members’ questions the following points were clarified: 
 

 The land is currently vacant, no use has been established for the land, any 
application is considered on its merits. 

 The land is not included in the Local Plan as a key employment site. 

 Three properties would have access to their houses from the site.  There is no 
highway issue with this. 

 A drainage strategy was submitted with the application.   

 There would be no external lighting on the site, as the site would not be used after 
dark. 

  
A motion to REFUSE permission contrary to the Officer’s recommendation was 
proposed by Councillor Dorcas Binns and seconded by Councillor Emma Sims because 
of highway safety, quoting Policies GE5, BE5 of Local Plan and ES3 of the emerging 
Local Plan. 
 
Members debated the application, concern for employees working at the site was 
expressed.   
 
On being put to the vote there were 10 votes for the motion, 1 vote against and 1 
abstention.  It was declared CARRIED. 
 
RESOLVED To REFUSE permission for application S.14/2151/FUL, as set out in 

these Minutes. 
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DC.023 ITEM 7 - 42 KINGSHILL ROAD, DURSLEY, GLOUCESTERSHIRE – 
(S.15/0594/FUL) – ERECTION OF NEW DWELLING WITHIN 
RESIDENTIAL CURTILAGE AND ASSOCIATED WORKS 

 
The Principal Planning Officer outlined the application. 
 
Councillor Geoff Wheeler, Ward Member objected to the application, quoting Paragraph 
53 of the NPPF and Policy E13 of the emerging Local Plan.   
 
Mr. A Peatman, the applicant responded to objections raised by Dursley Town Council, 
explaining that part of his vegetable garden would be retained.  The application is for a 
single storey bungalow, which would have very little impact on the neighbours.   
 
In replying to Members’ questions the following points were clarified: 
 

 Sufficient space for car parking could be discussed with the applicant. 

 Building in the back garden of no. 38 had taken place previously. 

 The height of the building would mean that it would not overlook any other 
surrounding buildings.  

 
A motion to ACCEPT the Officer’s recommendation of permission was proposed by 
Councillor Dave Mossman and seconded by Councillor Haydn Jones.  
 
During debate Members raised concerns about the loss of the garden and the 
vegetable garden which the owner had tended for several years.  The application was 
well within the settlement boundary and would not have a significant impact on the 
landscape. 
 
On being put to the vote, there were 10 votes for the Motion and 2 votes against.  It was 
declared CARRIED. 
 
RESOLVED To GRANT PERMISSION for application S.15/0594/FUL for the 

reasons set out in the Officer’s Report.  
 
DC.024 ITEM 8 - LIMETREES, RANDALLS GREEN, CHALFORD HILL, 

STROUD, GLOS  - (S.15/1034/NEWTPO)  
 
The Principal Planning Officer outlined this application. 
 
Councillor Liz Peters, Ward Member, spoke in support of the proposal to fell the silver 
birch trees, outlining her concerns regarding the proximity of the trees to the house and 
the roots undermining the property. 
 
Liz Bailey spoke on behalf of her parents in support of felling the trees and explained 
that her parents were members of the Gloucestershire Orchard Trust and wanted to fell 
the silver birch trees to realign the drive and plant an orchard.  The silver birch trees are 
not covered by a Tree Preservation Order (TPO).  She urged Members not to confirm 
this TPO. 
 
In response to Members questions the following points were clarified: 
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 If the order was not confirmed the Council could not require the owners to plant fruit 
trees, that would be at their own discretion. 

 Advice when planting trees is usually to plant them 5 metres from the building. 
 
A Motion to REJECT the Tree Preservation Order contrary to Officer’s recommendation 
was proposed by Councillor Roland Blackwell and seconded by Nigel Cooper. 
 
Members debated the application.   
 
On being put to the vote, there were 11 votes for the Motion, 0 votes against and 1 
abstention. 
 
RESOLVED NOT TO CONFIRM the Tree Preservation Order S.15/1034/NEWTPO. 
 
The meeting closed at 9.37 pm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chair 
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AMENDMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE 
14 JULY 2015 

 
In addition to the amendments stated on the Late Pages. 
 

ITEM No: 01 Application: S.13/1893/FUL 

Address: 
Rooksmoor Mills, bath Road, Woodchester 

Officer recommendation ACCEPTED. 
 

ITEM No: 02 Application: S.14/2938/FUL 

Address: 
Stuart Court, Butt Street, Minchinhampton 

Officer recommendation OVERTURNED. 
 
Permission, subject to conditions: 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three years 

from the date of this permission. 
 

 Reason: 
 To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 

1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all respects in strict accordance 

with the approved plans listed below: 
 

 Proposed floor plan of  24/12/2014 
 Plan number = 662 P02     
 

 Site Location Plan of  24/12/2014 
 Plan number = 662 P05     
 

 Landscape masterplan of  13/07/2015 
 Plan number = 662 P06    Version number = A 
 

 Proposed floor plan of  24/12/2014 
 Plan number = 662P01     
 

 Proposed Elevations of  24/12/2014 
 Plan number = 662 P03     
 

 Proposed Elevations of  24/12/2014 
 Plan number = 662 P04     
 

 Ecology report of  24/12/2014 
 

 Bat Survey of  06/07/2015 
 

 Reason: 
 To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the approved plans and 

in the interests of good planning. 
 
3. Prior to the occupation of the proposed dwelling(s) the car parking (and manoeuvring 

facilities) shall be completed in all respects in accordance with the submitted details and 
shall be similarly maintained thereafter for that purpose. 
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 Reason:  
 To enable vehicles to enter and leave the highway in forward gear in the interests of 

highway safety in accordance with Paragraph 35 of the NPPF. 
 
4. No construction works shall take place, including any works of demolition, until a 

Construction Method Statement has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the 
local planning authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout the 
construction period. The Statement shall: 
i.  specify the type and number of vehicles; 
ii. provide for the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors; 
iii.  provide for the loading and unloading of plant and materials; 
iv.  provide for the storage of plant and materials used in constructing the development; 
v.  provide for wheel washing facilities; Ensure all vehicles leaving the site have clean 

wheels 
vi.  specify the intended hours of construction operations; 
vii.  measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during construction 

 

 Reason:  
 To reduce the potential impact on the public highway. 
 
5. No construction works shall take place until samples of the materials to be used in the 

construction of the external surfaces of the building works hereby permitted have been 
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.  Development shall then only 
be carried out in accordance with the approved details. 

 

 Reason: 
 In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. 
 
6. Any natural stone reclaimed through the demolition of the building known as the Coach 

House and Kitchen Garden Wall shall be re-used in the boundary walls to be constructed 
on the site. 

 

 Reason: 
 In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. 
 
7. No development (including any demolition works) shall take place until details of the 

proposed compensation works required to ensure that the loss of trees and habitat loss 
does not result in a significant impact on bats.  The details to be provided shall include the 
provision of an accurate tree survey plan with the trees to be removed clearly indicated.  
The details shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  
Works shall then be carried out in strict accordance with the approved details. 

 

 Reason: 
 A pre-commencement condition is deemed necessary as the works required are to ensure 

no adverse impact on bats (a protected species).  In accordance with Policy NE4 of the 
adopted Local Plan. 

 
8.  No development (including any demolition works) shall take place until details of a 

demolition method statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.  Works shall then be carried out in strict accordance with the approved 
details. 
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 Reason: 
 A pre-commencement condition is deemed necessary as the works required are to ensure 

no adverse impact on bats (a protected species).  In accordance with Policy NE4 of the 
adopted Local Plan. 

 
9.  All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of landscaping shall be 

carried out in the first complete planting and seeding seasons following the occupation of 
the buildings, or the completion of the development to which it relates, whichever is the 
sooner.  Any trees or plants which, within a period of five years from the completion of the 
development, die, are removed, or become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be 
replaced in the next planting season with others of similar size and species, unless the 
Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any variation. 

 

 Reason: 
 In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. 
 
10. No development shall take place until there has been submitted to and approved by the 

Local Planning Authority a detailed mitigation strategy to avoid recreational impact from 
the development on Rodborough Common SAC. Development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved strategy. Please see informative. 

 

 Reason: 
 Habitat Regulations Assessment (HRA) - Under Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive, 

Competent Authorities have a duty to ensure that all the activities they regulate have no 
adverse effect on the integrity of any of the Natura 2000 sites (Together SPAs and SACs 
make up the network of Natura 2000 sites). The effect of the Regulations is to require 
Local Planning Authorities to ensure that no likely significant adverse effect arises from 
any proposed development scheme or Local Plan. The effect of this legislation together 
with the Natural England and Rural Communities Act 2006 is to impose on local authorities 
a legal duty of care to protect biodiversity. If local authorities think harm or "likely 
significant effect" could occur they are legally obliged to not approve the proposed plan or 
project unless appropriate avoidance and mitigation measures can be put in place. The 
various Habitat Regulation Assessment iterations concluded that proposed residential 
growth in the Local Plan within the catchment could have a likely significant effect, in the 
absence of appropriate mitigation. Over the last year SDC has collaboratively worked with 
Natural England (NE), the National Trust (NT), the Rodborough Commoners and Stroud 
Valleys Project (SVP) to devise an agreed interim impact avoidance strategy for housing 
within an identified 3km catchment. 

 

 Informative: 
 SDC's Interim strategy for avoidance of adverse impacts on Rodborough Common SAC is 

available on the website (link) 
 https://www.stroud.gov.uk/cmislive_public/Meetings/tabid/70/ctl/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/39

7/Meeting/68/Committee/6/Default.aspx.  If applicants elect to provide bespoke mitigation, 
SDC will require evidence to demonstrate that it has been implemented, as approved, eg. 
a letter of confirmation from a suitably qualified project ecologist at the end of the 
construction period and updates at agreed intervals in the event of a long-term mitigation 
commitment. 

 

ITEM No: 03 Application: S.15/0303/FUL 

Address: 
Horizons, Main Road, Whiteshill 

Officer recommendation OVERTURNED. 
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Refusal reason: 
The site is in a very prominent position within the Cotswolds AONB. It is part of a steep hillside 
which follows the escarpment edge. The development would result in cars, substantial gabion 
retaining walls, buildings and domestic paraphernalia, which would spoil the continuity and the 
sweep of this undeveloped hillside.    The proposal is therefore contrary to paragraph 115 of 
the NPPF, Policies HN8 and NE8 of the 2005 Stroud District Local Plan and Policies ES7 and 
HC1 of the Submission Draft Local Plan, which all  place priority on the conservation of the 
AONB landscape.   
 

ITEM No: 04 Application: S.15/0677/FUL 

Address: 
Land at the Starting Gate, Elmgrove Road East, Hardwicke 

Application DEFERRED. 
 

ITEM No: 05 Application: S.14/2849/FUL 

Address: 
Land at the Starting Gate, Elmgrove Road East, Hardwicke 

Application DEFERRED. 
 

ITEM No: 06 Application: S.14/2151/FUL 

Address: 
Land Adjacent to Woodchester Garage, bath Road, Woodchester 

Officer recommendation OVERTURNED. 
 

Reasons for refusal: 
1. In spite of the access arrangements proposed by the applicant, access to and from the 

proposed car wash onto the A46 would result in an unacceptable increase in danger to 
users of the highway. The proposed development is therefore contrary to Policy GE5 of 
the adopted Stroud District Local Plan (2005);  Policies CP11 and ES3 of the emerging 
Stroud District Local Plan (submission draft); and paragraph 35 and the spirit of paragraph 
32 of the NPPF. 

 
2. The site lies within the Industrial Heritage Conservation Area. The proposed development 

would neither conserve nor enhance the character and appearance of the Conservation 
Area, contrary to Policy BE5 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, Policy ES10 of the 
emerging Stroud District Local Plan (submission draft) and chapter 12 of the NPPF, 
particularly paragraph 134. Furthermore the additional traffic and parking associated with 
the car wash would be contrary to paragraph 6.5 of the Woodchester Design Statement.  

 

ITEM No: 07 Application: S.15/0594/FUL 

Address: 
42 Kingshill Road, Dursley 

Officer recommendation ACCEPTED. 
 

ITEM No: 08 Application: S.15/1034/NEWTPO 

Address: 
Limetrees, Randalls Green, Chalford Hill 

Order NOT CONFIRMED. 
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In cases where a Site Inspection has taken place, this is because Members felt they would be 
better informed to make a decision on the application at the next Committee.  Accordingly the 
view expressed by the Site Panel is a factor to be taken into consideration on the application 
and a final decision is only made after Members have fully debated the issues arising. 
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE 

 
Procedure for Public Speaking 

 
The Council have agreed to introduce public speaking at meetings of the Development Control 
Committee. 
 
Public speaking is only permitted on those items contained within the schedule of applications. It is not 
permitted on any other items on the Agenda. The purpose of public speaking is to emphasise comments 
and evidence already submitted through the planning system. Speakers should refrain from bringing 
photographs or other documents as it is not an opportunity to introduce new evidence.  
 
The Chair will ask for those wishing to speak to identify themselves by name at the beginning of 
proceedings. There are four available slots for each schedule item:- 
 
Ward Councillor(s) 
Town or Parish representative 
Spokesperson against the scheme and  
Spokesperson for the scheme.  
 
Each slot (with the exception of Ward Councillors who are covered by the Council’s Constitution) will not 
exceed 3 minutes in duration. If there is more than one person who wishes to speak in the same slot, they 
will need either to appoint a spokesperson to speak for all, or share the slot equally. Speakers should 
restrict their statement to issues already in the public arena. Please note that statements will be recorded 
and broadcast over the internet as part of the Councils webcasting of its meetings; they may also be used 
for subsequent proceedings such as an appeal. Names may be recorded in the Committee Minutes. 
 
The order for each item on the schedule is 
 

1. Introduction of item by the Chair 
2. Brief update by the planning officer. 
3. Public Speaking 

a. Ward Member(s) 
b. Parish Council 
c. Those who oppose 
d. Those who support 

4. Member questions of officers 
5. Motion 
6. Debate 
7. Vote 

 

 
A copy of the Scheme for Public Speaking at Development Control Committee meetings is available at 
the meeting. 
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Parish Application Item  

 
Brookthorpe With 
Whaddon Parish Council 

Windrush, Upton Lane, Brookthorpe. 4 
S.15/1302/HHOLD -  Erection of two-storey extension and 
 alterations to roof. 
 

 

Link to website http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.15/1302/HHOLD 
 

 
Ham And Stone Parish 
Council 

Land Adjacent To Stone With Woodford Church Of England  
Primary School, Stone, Berkeley. 

3 

S.15/0989/FUL -  8no two bed houses  
Link to website http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.15/0989/FUL 

 

 
Kingswood Parish Council Land At Chestnut Park, Kingswood, Gloucestershire. 1 

S.15/0971/OUT -  Outline planning application for the erection  
of 51 no. 2, 3 and 4 bedroom dwellings (including 30%  
affordable), ecological mitigation land, landscaping, access  
from adjacent Chestnut Park and associated works. 

 

Link to website http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.15/0971/OUT 
 

 
Painswick Parish Council 4 Coldstream Cottages, Sheepscombe, Stroud. 5 

S.15/0764/LBC -  Removal of partition wall in the sitting 
 room. 

 

Link to website http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.15/0764/LBC 
 

 
Wotton Under Edge Town 
Council 

The Full Moon , Mount Pleasant, Wotton-Under-Edge. 2 
S.14/2430/FUL -  Proposed demolition of existing public house  
and erection of 11 new dwellings with access and parking 

 

Link to website http://www.stroud.gov.uk/docs/planning/planning_application_detail.asp?AppRef=S.14/2430/FUL 
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Item No: 1  
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.15/0971/OUT 
PP-04125278 

Site Address  Land At Chestnut Park, Kingswood.  
 

Town/Parish  Kingswood Parish Council 
 

Grid Reference  374469,191823 
 

Application 
Type 

Outline Planning Permission 
 

Proposal  Outline planning application for the erection of 50 no. 2, 3 and 4 bedroom 
dwellings (including 30% affordable), ecological mitigation land, 
landscaping, access from adjacent Chestnut Park and associated works. 
 

  
   
 

 
 

  
Applicant’s 
Details 

C/O Pegasus Planning Group Ltd , First Floor South Wing, Almondsbury, 
Bristol, BS32 4QL 
Equinox North Great Park Road 

Agent’s Details  Mr Daniel Weaver 
First Floor South Wing, Equinox North Great Park Road, Almondsbury, Page 18 of 84
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Bristol, BS32 4QL 
 

Case Officer  John Longmuir 
 

Application 
Validated 

24.04.2015 

 RECOMMENDATION  
Recommended 
Decision 

Refusal  

For the 
following 
reasons: 

 
 1. The site is very prominent from an adjacent and well used public 

footpath. There will also be views from and into and around the 
new development along its road/footpath network. Open spaces 
were envisaged to create a sense of character and to break up an 
otherwise bland layout. Visitor parking and a bin store have 
subsequently been squeezed on to the open spaces, which would 
jeopardise their character and value. The inward/outward views 
would be impaired, the continuity of open space would be lost as 
well as the sense of  rural character. The proposal is therefore 
contrary to the NPPF paragraphs 17, 58, 63, and 64 and the 
emerging Local Plan Policies CP14 and ES12. 

  
2. The proposal is for 50 houses in a settlement with only limited 

facilities. This would lead to excessive car use causing congestion, 
climate change, and undermining social cohesion. There are better 
opportunities for growth in larger, more sustainable locations.  The 
benefits of the proposal do not outweigh the impacts and it 
contravenes the principles of sustainable development. The 
proposal is therefore contrary to the strategy in the emerging Local 
Plan, in particular Policies SO1, CP1 and CP3 and the NPPF 
paragraphs 14 and 17. 

 
 CONSULTEES  
Comments  
Received  

Parish / Town 
Karen Colbourn 
Development Coordination (E) 
Sport England 
Policy Implementation Officer (E) 
Flood Resilience Land Drainage 
Development Coordination (E) 
Sport England 
Archaeology Dept (E) 
Contaminated Land Officer (E) 
Mr David Lesser 
Environmental Health (E) 
Historic England SW 
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Wessex Water (E) 
Environmental Health (E) 
 

Not Yet 
Received  

John Lane(E) 
Bristol Water PLC 
Gloucestershire Education Dept (E) 
Development Coordination (E) 
Mr Malcolm Watt (E) 
Natural England (E) 
Severn Trent Water Ltd (E) 
South Gloucestershire Council 
Development Coordination Revised Details (E) 
 

 CONTRIBUTORS  
Letters of 
Objection  

 
J Turnbull, 33 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
S Barnes, 14 Charfield Rd, Kingswood  
M Hickman, 330 North Road,   
K Forman, 8 Charfield Road, Kingswood  
L Powell, Edgeworth, Charfield Road  
N Aldridge, 5 Charfield Road, Kingswood  
D M Osborne, 13 Coronation Road, Fishponds  
B Green, 27 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
D Rothwell, Westfield House, Wotton Under Edge 
 Mrs R Cavill, 28 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
B Howgego, 9 Wickwar Road, Kingswood  
Professor A Hooper, 5 Wickwar Road, Kingswood  
N Croker, 45 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
L Jefferies, 29 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
N Adams, 9 Charfield Road, Kingswood  
Mrs S Savage   
L Skelton   
R Skelton   
D C Easthope, 43 Walkmill Lane,, Kingswood,  
Powell, 25 Wickwar Road, Kingswood  
R M Pearson-Rogers, 22 Walk Hill Lane,, Kingswood,  
Mrs J Harty, 9 High Street, Kingswood  
G Leadbetter, 1 Clock Cottages Westend Wickwar, Wotton Under 
Edge  
Mr R M Edwards, 25 Charminster Road,   
A Guy, 41 Chestnut Park, Kingswood, Wotton-Under-Edge,   
R Alexander, 34/36 Bramley Close, Kingswood  
Professor G K Wilcock, 8 High St, Kingswood  
Mr Mors, 6 Charfield Rd,   
L Coleman, 3 High Street, Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire,   
B Dann, 7 Hillesley Road,   
L Willcox, 7, Wickwar Road,, Kingswood,  
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R Alexander, ,   
A Webb, Cobweb Cottage, 65 Walk Mill Lane  
J Dove, 8, Abbey Street  
J Ross, North Road,   
E R. Harling, Kingswood , Wotton-Under-Edge  
J Green, 27 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
A Dann, Heron Cottage, Hillesley Road  
L J Henshaw, Ridgeway, Wickwar Road,  
T Phillips, 18 Chestnut Park,, Kingswood,  
Mr A Cook, 7A Hillesley Rd, Kingswood  
J Ross, Tyndale View,   
J Green, 27 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
Mrs E Osborne, 13 Coronation Road,   
M Hickman, 330 North Road,   
G Brown, Newlands, 1 Wickwar Road  
Occupier, 7 High Street, Kingswood  
Mrs Mors, 6 Charfield Rd,   
M Tapner, Hillesley Road,   
A Hill, 8 Hillesley Road, Kingswood  
E Hooper, 5 Wickwar Road Kingswood Wotton-Under-Edge  
D Scott, Wickwar Road, Kingswood  
Mrs Dann, 7 Hillesley Road,   
C Brown, Newlands, 1 WIckwar Road  
G Adams, 18 Somerset Close, Kingswood  
L Wilcock, 8 High Street, Kingswood  
T Henshaw OBE, Ridgeway, Wickwar Road  
Mrs R Cavill, 28 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
S Secular, Tyndale View,   
Mrs A F Baker, 21 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
Mr Mors, 6 Charfield Rd,   
Mrs V Bird, 14 Tyndale View,   
V Kershaw, 30 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
G Adams, 18 Somerset Close, Kingswood  
Mrs M Edwards, 25 Charminster Rd,   
L Lendon, 51 Walk Mill Lane, Kingswood  
J Green, 27 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
E Osborne, 13 Coronation Road,   
Mrs B Galloway, Steen Farm,   
Miss E Gardiner, 34 Over Drive, Charlton Hayes  
Mrs A Louch, 33 Rockside Ave, Downend  
Dr D Hatton, Nampara, Old Rectory Road  
Miss A Cavill, 28 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
C Wynn, 10 High Street, Kingswood  
S Green, 25 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
H Green, 25 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
M Edwards, 25 Charminster Rd,   
S Wood, 7 Wotton Road, Kingswood  
B Pacini BVSc MRCVS, ,   Page 21 of 84
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Dr D Rockey, Ambercombe, Kingswood  
D Ross, Tyndale View,   
P Harty, 9 High Street, Kingswood  
H Dann, 7 Hillesley Road, Kingswood  
N Willcox, 7 Wickwar Road, Kingswood  
A Dann, 7 Hillesley Rd,   
Mrs Cook, 7A Hillesley Road,   
Mrs A E Dann, C/o Heron Cottage, Hillesley Road  
N Adams, 18 Somerset Close, Kingswood  
G Watson, 2 High Street, Kingswood  
J Astwood, 35 Orchard Walk, Kingswood  
C Turner, 9 The Walk,, Kingswood,  
Dr D Hatton, Nampara, Old Rectory Road  
Mrs J Harty, 9 High St, Kingswood  
D Osborne, 13 Coronation Rd,   
Mrs G R Hatton, Nampara, Old Rectory Road  
A Dacey, 27 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
Mrs A F Baker, 21 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
A Redmond   
M Redmond   
Keep Kingswood A Village   
C Dann, 7 Hillesley Road, Kingswood  
I Green, 25 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
C Brown, Newlands, 1 Wickwar Road  
R Edwards, 25 Charminster Rd,   
Mrs Tapner, Hillesley Rd,   
R Goldbin, 22 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
J Kershaw, 30 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
S Secular, 12 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
D Ross, 12 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
V & Gwen Bateman, 25 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
M D Powell, 25 Wickwar Road,, Kingswood,  
Mrs N Mors, 6 Charfield Rd,   
S & A Ashley, The Swallows,, Hillesley Road,  
L Pratt, 17 Bramley Close, Kingswood  
S Secular, 12 Tyndale View, Kingswood  
Mrs P Cook, 7A Hillesley Road, Kingswood  
Miss Zoe Cavill, 28 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
V Bird, 14 Tyndale View,   
Mrs T Furlong, 4 Manor Farm Mews,   
M Cavill, 28 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
M Wilding, 2 Laxton Drive, Kingswood  
G Bird, 14 Tyndale View,   
Mrs Carter, 5 Rennie Close,   
J Green, 27 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
T Monday And  P Nichols, 22 Wickwar Road, Kingswood  
Mrs A F Baker, 21 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
S White, 24 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  Page 22 of 84
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S Formoso, 24 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
G Brown, Newlands, 1 Wickwar Road  
J Ross, North Road,   
T Turnbull, 28, Kendrew Close  
B Green, 27 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
Professor P  Broadfoot CBE, Amercombe, Kingswood  
L Turnbull, 33 Chestnut Park, Kingswood  
C Brown, Newlands, 1 WIckwar Road  
 

Letters of 
Support  

 
 

Letters of 
Comment  

                
Public Rights of Way, Shire Hall, Gloucester              
Rd Alexander, 36 Bramley Close, Kingswood         
P Wood, 7 Wotton Road, Kingswood, Gloucestershire                        
L Powell, Edgeworth, Charfield Road   
P Redmond, 7 Wotton Road, Kingswood                      
G Adams, 18 Somerset Close, Kingswood               
L Powell, Edgeworth, Charfield Road   
A Redmond, ,    
M Bigwood,    
H Dann, 7 Hillesley Road, Kingswood   
A McCubbin, 12 Wickwar Road, Kingswood   
P Hammond, 7 Wotton Road, Kingswood   
R Cavill, 28 Chestnut Park , Kingswood    
P Booth, 22 Bramley Close, Kingswood   
JSimmons    
G Leadbetter, 1 Clock Cottages, Wickwar   
R A Symanowski,    
Dr D Owen FRICS, 3 High Street, Kingswood    
A Bienemann,    
Dr M E Redmond, ,    
N Aldridge, 5 Charfield Road, Kingswood   
S Green, Little Zoar Cottage, Kingswood   
S Formoso    
T Formoso     
K Formoso    
M Sutton    
S Formoso    
K Kav    
I Pratt    
D Rothwell,      
Kingswood Parish Council, New Rose Cottage, Chapel Lane                      
Sally-Anne Barnes, 14 Charfield Rd, Kingswood                              
Mrs Carolyn Purdy, Ottens Cottage, Bruton Lane           
Miss N Carter, Grove Terrace, Fishponds,       
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 OFFICER’S REPORT  
 
The Site and Surroundings 
 
1.1 The application site is 1.90ha. The land is located on the edge of Kingswood and is 

very slightly sloping, enclosed by a mix of hedges and trees.  
 
1.2 The site is outside the defined settlement boundary, is not within the Cotswold Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), nor within the Conservation Area or any other 
designated landscape.  

 
1.3 To the western boundaries of the site are Kingswood Village Hall and the associated 

recreation  areas including Kingswood Cricket Club.  
 
1.4 Through the eastern edge of the site is a pathway linking the existing second phase 

development, known as Chestnut Park, to the first phase to the north. This area also 
includes transplanted trees from phase 2. To the north of the boundary site are the 
Great Crested Newt (GCN) mitigation areas and allotment areas secured in the two 
phases of Chestnut Park.   

 
The proposal  
 
2.1 An outline application for 50 dwellings. The access would be to the eastern boundary 

connecting into the neighbouring Chestnut Park development. A layout has been 
submitted for consideration. 

 
2.2  30% of the housing would be affordable. Public open space would be provided, with 

some further ecological areas. Boundary netting, 8m high, by the cricket pitch would 
also be provided.      

 
Public Representations  
 
3.1  Objections 
 
Over 140 representations including multiple from repeat writers, making the following 
comments;  
o Concerns over the quantum of the GCN mitigation area, the ditch at the boundary is 

included however it is wet, meaning not that suitable for GCN'S.  
o Access road through previous GCN Mitigation land for previous developments.  
o Lack in confidence on GCN Mitigation, Transport Assessment and Labosport Report 

submitted by the applicant. 
o Unlikely that Natural England would issue an ES licence to enable development in 

relation to Great Crested Newts  
o Concerns over the long term maintenance of cricket nets, and this will be managed in 

perpetuity.  
o Lack of consideration of land levels for mitigation of Cricket Club shots. 
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o Visual impact of cricket nets in the cricket season as well as disruption to the amenity 
view of the Cotswold Escarpment. 

o Loss of views and adversely affect the setting of Kingswood.  
o Site not allocated in the outgoing or emerging Local Plan, outside of defined 

settlement boundary with no need for housing of this scale.  
o Concerns regarding the access through Chestnut Park, especially through the latest 

phase with its shared surface which forces pedestrians to walk in the road.  
o Concern of construction traffic using the shared access, narrow roads to the site  
o Lack of parking provision both on proposed site but also a major issue on the existing 

Chestnut Park Estate  
o Highway safety, parking, access and traffic.  
o Increased risk of flooding, high water table in Kingswood. Nearby gardens are often 

waterlogged.  
o Drainage system is inadequate only made worse by the recent Taylor Wimpey 

Development. 
o Potential impact on the viability of the adjacent Village Hall and Cricket Club. 
o Inability of local infrastructure to cater for a further large housing scheme . 
o Very few employment facilities to provide jobs for a new population thereby leading to 

an unsustainable, out-commuting form of development.  
o Density, design, number of houses and housing mix.  
o Housing need, especially now the Council can now demonstrate a 5 year housing 

supply without the need for this site.  
o Quantum of developments of Kingswood threatening to change the character of the 

Village. 
o Will create an urbanised edge at the highest point of the Village.  
o Lack of play space provision within the proposal  
o The proposed development does not demonstrate any benefit to the community and 

causes real harm  
 
 
Over 30 representations including multiple ones from repeat writers, making the following 
comments;  
o Councillors on the 16th of July voted unanimously to endorse the draft Emerging Local 

Plan, thus demonstrating the Council can meet its housing needs to 2031 without the 
need for this site.  

o There is no justification of growth at this settlement.  
o It is the wishes of Kingswood that this application be refused.  
o Local schools do not have the space to cope with additional intake, which will further 

add to commuting and traffic.  
o This development is in the wrong location. 
 
Support  
No supporting comments were submitted.  
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Consultee responses 
 
3.2  Parish Council: Objection: Surface water drainage/run off not resolved and existing 

problems, unsafe highway access, ecology would be harmed, principle of 
development of this scale of development is contrary to the emerging Local Plan, 
concern about the implications for the cricket pitch, problems with surface water run 
off.  

 
SDC consultant ecologist: Concern about impact on newts. 2015 survey data needs to 
be released. 

 
SDC EHO No objection 

 
SDC Water Engineer: Some concern about the detail on surface water measurers.  

 
County Highways: No objection subject to conditions.  

 
Sport England: No objections. 

 
Planning History 
 
4.1  S.14/1927/OUT. Up to 59 dwellings, all matters reserved. Refused 10-3-15: 
 

The application has failed to demonstrate that the site is capable of maintaining 
favourable conservation status of the ecological habitat for Great Crested Newts, nor 
demonstrate that the development given its close proximity to the Village Hall and 
Cricket Club would not prejudice the ongoing community uses. Furthermore, the 
application has also failed to demonstrate that the landscape and visual qualities of the 
site would not be significantly harmed by the development including the necessary 
mitigation measures, contrary to Paragraphs 70, 74, 117 and 188 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework, Policies NE8 and NE10 of the adopted Stroud District 
Local Plan, November 2005 and Policies EI11, ES6 and ES7 of the Submission Draft 
Local Plan, December 2013. 

 
4.2  S.14/1928/FUL. Formation of vehicular access to serve proposed residential 

development. Refused 10-3-15: 
 

The proposed development would result in a severe and demonstrable impact on the 
safety of a range of highway users, contrary to Paragraph 32 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework, Policy GE5 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 
2005 and Policy ES3 of the Submission Draft Local Plan, December 2013. 

 
The creation of the road surface would result in the removal of existing landscaping to 
the detriment of the character and appearance of the street scene, contrary to 
Paragraphs 57 and 64 of the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy ES12 of 
the Submission Draft Local Plan, December 2013. 
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4.3  S.11/1839/FUL for 27 houses which was approved at the October 2012 DCC with 
permission issued on 18.01.2012. This is part of Chestnut Park.  

 
4.4  S.07/1058/FUL had permission on 19.12.2007 for 41 dwellings on the largest part of 

the Local Plan allocation for Chestnut Park, and is also now known as Tyndale View. 
 
4.5  There are also records of more historic applications near the site; 
 
 S.1261/a (refused 1961) Residential development 
 S.9052 (refused 1972) Residential development 
 S.9052/c (refused 1981) Erection of 10 houses 
 S.9052/d (refused 1981) Residential development 
 S.14277 (refused 21.9.1983) Erection of 4 houses 
 S.14277/a (refused 29.11.1983 and dismissed on appeal) Erection  of 4 houses 
 S.14277/b (refused 3.5.1985) Erection of 1 house within farmyard 
 S.14277/c (permission 14.2.1986) Erection of 1 house within farmyard 
 S.14277/d (permission 5.12.1986) Erection of 1 house within farmyard.  
 
THE PRINCIPLE OF THE PROPOSAL   
 
Policy basis   
 
5.1  The Local Plan on page 9 lists the key issues. Point 7: “There is a need to consider 

where new housing should be located to create sustainable development. Should we 
be planning to disperse new homes around our towns and villages or should there be 
more focus (around Stroud, Stonehouse, the Gloucester fringe, Cam and Dursley)?” 
Point 9:” Many people who currently live in the District commute out of it to work. One 
of the challenges is to ensure that new developments are planned to ensure that they 
do not become simply dormitories for commuters”. 

 
5.2  Page 19 is headed: "An introduction to the development strategy". Paragraph 2.10 

titled ”The main headlines of the final development strategy”, is particularly relevant 
and includes: "It is based on concentrated development, focussed on a small number 
of strategic growth areas, within or adjacent to larger settlement (where there is best 
access to services, facilities, jobs and infrastructure rather than dispersed 
development within small settlements."  

 
5.3  Page 20 confirms how the development strategy will meet the objectives. It introduces 

"Strategic objective SO1: Accessible communities". This states: "New development will 
be located within or adjacent to large settlements, where people can benefit from 
existing facilities and new services that would be readily available and accessible. 
Services such as new schools, GP surgeries and leisure provision require a certain 
threshold of people within their catchment area to be viable. In developing a 
concentrated approach, the strategy will enable a greater range of service and leisure 
provision, which can be used by people living within the existing settlement as well as 
those inhabiting the new development".     
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5.4  Page 24 highlights the advantages of this "concentrated distribution of housing". It 
includes a better fit with national policy, new housing can be better related to job 
opportunities, better use of public transport, new infrastructure is more deliverable, 
reduction in carbon footprint, greater community cohesion. 

 
5.5  This leads to Core Policy CP1, which has a presumption in favour of sustainable 

development. It also forms the basis for CP3 Settlement Hierarchy.    The policy states 
that: "Proposals for new development should be located in accordance with the 
Districts settlement hierarchy. This will ensure that development reduces the need to 
travel and promotes sustainable communities based on the services and facilities that 
are available in each settlement".  The first tier settlements are Cam, Dursley, 
Stonehouse and Stroud. The second tier is Berkeley, Frampton, Hunts Grove, 
Minchinhampton, Nailsworth and Wotton. Kingswood is identified as a third tier 
settlement, which has "limited facilities". They are seen to "provide for lesser levels of 
development on order to safeguard their role and to provide through any 
Neighbourhood Plans some opportunities for growth and to deliver affordable 
housing".   

 
5.6  Page 40 has a spatial vision of the District. The Wotton cluster has the following aim:  

"Improving access to jobs, services and facilities in the south of the District, to boost 
local sustainability and community vitality". Page 79 looks at the Wotton cluster in 
more detail. It notes there is 74% out commuting. It notes accessibility is "an issue" 
and public transport is "poor".  It also comments: "This area will not see growth on a 
strategic scale, villages and hamlets may see small scale development in response to 
identified local needs, boosting their ability to remain sustainable and thriving 
communities".    

 
5.7  This strategy needs to be given considerable weight: 
 
5.8  The emerging Local Plan is a material consideration. The Inspector examining the 

Local Plan has now recommended a housing requirement of at least 11,400 dwellings 
and has stated that this figure can be delivered without further changes to the Plan.  

 
5.9  Proposed modifications recommended by the Inspector were published on 29 July and 

no material changes have been recommended to the strategy, settlement hierarchy or 
housing management policies of the Local Plan. Whilst the Inspector's final views have 
not been expressed,  the Plan is nearing adoption, significant weight can now be given 
to those parts of the Plan which have been subject to the Inspector's 
recommendations.  

 
5.10  With regard to the Inspector's recommended housing requirement, the Council can 

now demonstrate more than seven years' housing land supply of deliverable sites. 
There is therefore no overriding need for further housing over and above the housing 
land supply identified in the emerging Local Plan. 

 
5.11 This strategy accords with the NPPF. Para 7 titled, achieving sustainable development 

has three criteria: economic, social and environmental. Under the economic role it 
states "sufficient land of the right type in the right places". Under the social role Page 28 of 84
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"accessible local services" and under environmental role "adapt to climate change. 
Para 49: "housing applications should be considered in context of presumption in 
favour of sustainable development". 

 
The implications 
6.1  Kingswood is identified in the emerging Local Plan as a third tier settlement which 

should provide for lesser levels of development due to the limited range of facilities 
and services available. Kingswood has a basic level of retail provision and a limited 
range of local community services and facilities. Access to services elsewhere is "fair". 
It is accepted that it has a strong employment role (although only 43% of residents 
work within Stroud District) and that some housing could reduce the level of in-
commuting.  

 
6.2  This application is for 50 houses. This in itself cannot be considered as "lesser levels 

of development". It surpasses the statutory definition of major developments by 5 
times.  

  
6.3  Moreover there has already been substantial housing at Kingswood. For a settlement 

consisting of 509 dwellings in 2001 and 542 in 2011, 74 dwellings have been 
completed since 2006 with another 5 committed in 2014, an increase in the number of 
dwellings of around 15% since 2006. Despite the policy being for lesser levels of 
development, Kingswood has in fact seen the fastest housing growth of any settlement 
in the District between 2006 and 2014, outstripping the first tier settlements of Stroud, 
Stonehouse, Cam and Dursley which should be the primary location for growth. 

 
6.4  One of the principles of the NPPF is for local plans to manage growth to achieve 

sustainable patterns of development. The emerging Local Plan is designed to manage 
growth levels at third tier settlements and recent levels of growth at Kingswood have 
been more than appropriate for its level in the hierarchy and its limited range of 
services and facilities. There is therefore no overriding justification for further growth at 
this settlement at the current time. As the Local Plan Inspector has now recommended 
a housing requirement figure and is satisfied that no further changes to the Plan are 
required to deliver that requirement, significant weight can now be given to the housing 
policies within the emerging Plan.   

 
6.5  Where is the nearest major settlement with facilities? Wotton is not big, Stroud, 

Stonehouse and Dursley are all a considerable distance away. Charfield 
approximately 3 miles in South Glos does not offer comprehensive facilities. The 
village itself has tier 3 facilities only, which is compounded by larger comprehensive 
facilities being a considerable distance away.   The Local Plan quotes 74% out 
commuting from this cluster.  

 
6.6  The proposal would lead to out commuting as the dwellings would be largely car 

dependent. This would firstly increase car use,  carbon generation and exacerbate 
climate change. More car use would lead to greater congestion on the road network. 
Future growth has been identified in other areas which have easy access to facilities, 
public transport (and opportunities for its expansion). Such out commuting also 
undermines social cohesion. Page 29 of 84
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6.7  The Local Plan strategy has only just been agreed; to cast aside now would 

undermine the whole integrity of the Plan.  Indeed it is a sound spatial planning 
concept of locating houses near facilities. Section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory 
Purchase Act 2004 requires Local Planning Authorities to determine applications in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.   

 
6.8  Para 12 of the NPPF confirms this approach. "The National Planning Policy 

Framework does not change the statutory status of the development plan as the 
starting point for decision making. Proposed development that accords with an up to 
date Local Plan should be approved, and proposed development that conflicts should 
be refused unless other material considerations indicate otherwise. It is highly 
desirable that local planning authorities should have an up to date plan in place."     

 
6.9  The role of the NPPF is also confirmed in para 196. "The planning system is plan led. 

Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in 
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise. This framework is a material consideration in planning decisions".   

 
6.10  Para 14 of the NPPF confirms that "development in accordance with the development 

plan should be approved without delay".  It continues "where the plan is absent silent 
or relevant policies are out of date, granting permission unless any adverse impacts of 
doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. When assigned 
against the polices in the Framework taken as whole; or specific polices in the 
Framework indicate development should be restricted."   

 
6.11  Similarly paragraph 49 states: "Polices of the supply of housing should be considered 

out of date if a 5 year supply of deliverable housing is lacking".  
 
6.12  This default NPPF approach does not apply to Stroud District, whereby the Local Plan 

strategy has been agreed and the housing growth has been identified.   
 
6.13  Following the Inspector's recommended housing requirement, the Council can now 

demonstrate more than seven years' housing land supply of deliverable sites. There is 
therefore no overriding need for further housing over and above the housing land 
supply identified in the emerging Local Plan. 

 
6.14  This proposal is not specifically for local needs housing but general housing, with no 

specific local connection. Therefore there is more likelihood of out commuting and 
there is less justification.  

 
6.15  The village has considerable affordable housing. The Kingswood Neighbourhood Plan 

is well underway which will confirm any future affordable housing need and identify 
potential sites.     

 
6.16  S.14/1927/OUT for development on this site was refused at 10 March.  This was not 

refused on such policy grounds. However the policy strategy, housing numbers, and Page 30 of 84
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allocations had not been confirmed at that particular time. Such matters have now 
been agreed and the Local Plan process is nearing completion.    

 
6.17  The 2005 Stroud District Local Plan excluded this site from the settlement boundary.  
The Plan did make an allocation at Chestnut Park, envisaging   50 houses.  68 have been 
built have  only recently finished, and consequently is not felt to set a precedent.  
OTHER PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
 Ecology 
 
7.1  Within the adopted plan there are a suite of ecology based policies which seek to 

protect Key Wildlife Sites (KWS), protected species and identified wildlife corridors. 
These saved policies look to safeguard and promote habitats and bio-diversity and are 
contained within Policies NE3, NE4 and NE5. 

 
7.2  Again the ELP continues the ecological safeguarding approach via Delivery Policy 

ES6 which is an all encompassing policy catering for designated habitat areas and 
protected species in one policy. 

  
7.3  Within chapter 11 of the NPPF, paragraph 118 states that in determining applications 

local planning authorities should seek to conserve and enhance biodiversity. It further 
states that where proposals are being considered which require appropriate 
assessment under the HRA regulations then the presumption in favour of development 
outlined in paragraph 14 does not apply. 

 
7.4  There is very important ecology in the area. There is a large population of Great 

Crested Newts. The adjacent developments have had to provide alternative habitats 
which border onto this site. Perhaps as a result the newt population appears to have 
grown significantly and the number of young suggests that there is potential for the 
population to expand further. The applicants indicate keeping some managed open 
space for the newts. Some survey data has not been submitted to confirm their 
strategy, and this has been requested. An update will be given at the meeting/late 
pages on this aspect. Notwithstanding any planning permission, a license will be 
required from Natural England.  

 
7.5  Bats are also found here particularly on the northern centre of the site. They use the 

open field for foraging and the mature hedge across the centre of the site for roosting. 
The hedge is now being retained and such to appropriate management, the bats 
should not be harmed.        

 
Hydrology  
 
8.1  The original Local Plan policy GE4 which dealt with flooding consideration was deleted 

by SD2008 and hence the adopted Local Plan has no relevant applicable flood policy. 
Matters of flooding must therefore be considered with regard to the contents of the 
NPPF and accompanying Technical Guide. 
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8.2  Delivery Policy ES4 of the ELP requires that future development locations within the 
District are informed by the Strategic Flood Risk Assessments (SFRA 1 and 2) and 
that site specific proposals must demonstrate that they are safe, do not increase flood 
risk elsewhere and maximise opportunities to reduce flood risk.  The policy goes onto 
say that use should be made of sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDs) wherever 
possible and that enhancement of watercourses and their associated wildlife corridors 
achieved. 

  
8.3  Chapter 10 of the NPPF outlines the Government's position of the consideration of 

flood risk which is summarised primarily in paragraphs 100-104. 
 
8.4  The site is outside an area of flood risk being above the watercourses. Therefore any 

new houses would not be at risk. The site is currently green field and surface water 
run-off will need to be slowed to avoid problems to existing dwellings lower down. 
Concerns have been raised about the existing situation and recent developments. 
Such concerns are understandable, but potentially a SUDS approach is achievable in 
principle. This could be potentially conditioned or perhaps more reassuringly, detailed 
at this stage, if a recommendation was favourable.   

  
Heritage 
 
9.1  In terms of proposal affecting heritage assets (listed buildings, conservation areas and 

archaeology); the relevant saved policies are BE5, BE12 and BE14. These policies 
relate to proposals affecting the character and appearance of conservation areas, the 
setting of listed buildings and the potential archaeological remains. 

 
9.2  This degree of heritage protection is continued in Delivery Policy ES10 of the ELP 

which again is an all encompassing heritage policy. 
 
9.3  Chapter 12, paragraphs  128 and 132-134 of the NPPF outline the requirement to 

safeguard designated heritage assets whilst at the same time promoting a balancing 
approach between the degree of harm caused to an asset, the heritage significance of 
that asset and the benefits arising from the overall scheme. 

 
9.4  The Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 is an important 

consideration, highlighted by the recent high court case at Barnwell Manor. Special 
regard must be given to the desirability of preserving and enhancing the setting of the 
Conservation Area and Listed Buildings. 

 
9.5  Historic England's Good Practice Note 3 highlights the importance of setting to the 

asset. 
 
9.6  The Conservation Area is based along Old Rectory Road (which forms the main 

through road). This is to the east but also extends north westwards. Similarly the listed 
buildings lie to the north east, based around the historic core of the village.   

 
9.7  There is no clear visual link between the site and these heritage assets. Neither is a 

direct historic connection. There may be an argument that these heritage assets Page 32 of 84
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historically grew up around a particular settlement pattern, however this has been 
eroded by previous development. It is not felt to be significant enough to warrant 
refusal.        

 
 Highway Safety 
 
10.1  Saved Policy GE5 of the adopted Local Plan is a key policy and seeks to ensure that 

development proposals are safe for all highway users and are not detrimental to 
highway safety. 

 
10.2  In addition saved policies TR1 and TR2 seek to ensure that proposals are well 

integrated to potential catchment areas and are accessible by wide and sustainable 
ranges of transport modes with relevant parking standards. 

 
10.3  Delivery Policy ES3 of the Emerging Local Plan seeks to protect highway safety whilst 

Delivery Policy EI12 looks to enhance the accessibility of sites and promotes the use 
of travel plans and relevant parking standards. 

 
10.4  In promoting sustainable transport modes and safeguard highway safety, Chapter 4 of 

the NPPF sets out the Government approach with paragraph 32 stating: 
 

'All developments that generate significant amounts of movement should be supported 
by a Transport Statement or Transport Assessment. Plans and decisions should take 
account of whether: the opportunities for sustainable transport modes have been taken 
up depending on the nature and location of the site, to reduce the need for major 
transport infrastructure; safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all 
people; and improvements can be undertaken within transport network that cost 
effectively limit the significant impacts of the development. Development should only 
be prevented or refused on transport grounds where the residual cumulative impacts 
of development are severe.'  

 
10.5  Para 35 is also important. "Plans should protect an exploit opportunities for the use of 

sustainable transport modes for the movement of goods or people. Therefore 
development should be located and designed where practical to accommodate the 
efficient delivery of goods and services: give priority to pedestrian and cycle 
movements, and have access to high quality public transport facilities; create safe and 
secure layouts, which minimise conflicts between traffic and cyclists or pedestrians 
avoiding street clutter and where appropriate establishing home zones: consider the 
needs of people with disabilities by all modes of transport"  

 
10.6  Access into the site was previously a reason for refusal on grounds of safety to a 

range of highway users.  
 
10.7  The development would be accessed off a cul-de-sac which serves the second phase 

of Chestnut Park. This then continues along long established residential road which 
joins the main through road. There is concern about the nature of this road network, 
including the new road into Chestnut Park. Objectors feel the road network is cramped 
and poorly designed, impaired by on street parking. There is little scope for Page 33 of 84
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improvement due to the range of land ownerships. Consideration needs to be given to 
the likely traffic speeds, the range of users, the surfaces, the popularity as a 
connection into the centre of the village and the visibility along the road.  

 
10.8  The County Council have no objections to the scheme, suggesting  that the existing 

roads have the capacity for the development.   
 
10.9  The previous proposal was also refused on grounds of visual impact from the 

changes to the approach road. The current proposal also requires re-designing the 
approach road. Currently there is landscaping in the middle of the road which would be 
removed and a new layout formed. This may be somewhat harsher and Members will 
need to come to a view on the details and whether this warrants refusal..       

 
10.10 Parking has been provided on the basis of 2 spaces per dwelling including garages. 

Using the County Highways standard requirement  10 visitor spaces would be required 
to ensure that roads do not get obstructed. 8 visitor spaces are shown, whilst this is far 
from ideal it has been accepted. They are distributed around the development.    

 
Amenity 
 
11.1 The 2005 adopted Local Plan Policy GE1 seeks to ensure that development does not 

have an adverse impact on neighbouring properties in terms of a loss of light, privacy 
or an overbearing effect. Policy GE2 seeks to minimise environmental pollution 
following development. Policy GE7 considers existing levels of infrastructure, services 
and amenities. 

 
11.2  ELP Delivery Policy ES3 seeks to ensure that development maintains quality of life in 

terms of noise, disturbance, light as well as being acceptable in terms of risk of 
flooding, pollution, highway safety and contamination. This is alongside Delivery Policy 
ES5 which seeks to control that developments consider the impact on air quality.  

 
11.3  Chapter 11 of the NPPF addresses the impact from development on land 

contamination, pollution and impact on amenity within Paragraphs 121 - 125.  
 
11.4  The layout places the new dwellings well away from existing, respecting the 25m 

standard separation distance for facing windows. Similarly there would be reasonable 
privacy between the new dwellings. Shadowing and overbearing implications have 
been avoided too. 

 
11.5  Concern has been raised about the proximity of several of the new dwellings to the 

village hall. This was also part of one of the previous reasons for refusal. Noise and 
disturbance for the village hall could lead to its closure for functions, thereby 
jeopardising its role as a community facility.  

 
11.6  A noise assessment survey has been undertaken to test such events. Also the 

previous application did not provide a layout for consideration and it was open to 
speculation where the houses would be sited. The submitted layout allows 
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consideration of the distance from houses to the village hall. The nearest house would 
be side on, which is likely to be a solid wall and therefore acoustically robust.       

 
11.7  The noise report shows that levels should not be unduly high especially with 

appropriate boundary fencing/walling. The Council's Environmental Health Officer has 
no objection in principle, although details would need to be carefully considered at a 
reserved matters stage.    

 
11.8  The previous refusal reason also expressed concern about the proximity of the houses 

with the cricket pitch. The houses, their gardens and parking areas could be in danger 
from cricket balls. The application was not helped by being purely in outline with no 
fixed position of the houses. Some protective netting was envisaged but did not fully 
address the issue. Some of the objectors quite rightly point out there is a difference in 
levels.  

 
11.9  The Council sought advice from Labosport consultants on the original application. The 

applicants have subsequently used the same consultants on this current scheme. 
Labosport quantified the range of balls hit by cricketers of this typical standard. The 
houses have been moved out of this typical range. Appropriately high fencing/walling 
would also help.  8m high netting is still proposed as a safeguard. There is always 
potential for a freak shot but the combination of the netting and distance should cater 
for typical circumstances. Sport England have come to a similar conclusion.  

 
11.10 The netting would only be erected during matches and then dismantled. A 

management agreement would be necessary to ensure that this is actioned 
accordingly. Consequently even allowing for the difference in levels between the 
cricket square and the houses, this is not now felt to warrant refusal.     

   
Affordable housing  
 
12.1  Local Plan Policies HN4 and HN5 considers the provision of affordable housing and 

requires developments to provide 30% affordable housing unless it is proven that the 
development of the site achieves other planning objectives or that the development of 
the site is subject to abnormal associated costs. These policies also seek to ensure 
that provision is mixed within a proposed layout.  

 
12.2  Core Policy CP9 Affordable Housing in the ELP seeks to secure affordable housing 

from developments with thresholds of 30% of developments of more than 4 dwellings.  
 
12.3  The delivery of affordable housing is a key part of the National Planning Policy 

Framework, with specific references in paragraph 50 which seeks to ensure that 
developments contribute to the objectives of creating mixed and balanced 
communities. 

 
12.4  The proposal allows for 30% affordable housing on the site. Whilst this is a material 

consideration it is not felt to outweigh the earlier concerns.      
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12.5  The affordable housing should be distributed across the site. Similarly a variety of 
house sizes/tenures are required. Such matters would have to be confirmed in a 
section 106 if the scheme was supportable.    

ndscape  
 
13.1 The adopted plan seeks to protect and safeguard the rural character of the Cotswold 

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) via saved Policy NE8. This policy 
requires the decision maker to ensure that proposals are sympathetic in scale, siting 
and nature to the AONB and that important landscape features are retained. The 
policy also looks to safeguard the setting of the AONB. 

 
13.2  In addition to the protection of the statutory designated landscape, Local Plan Policies 

NE10, NE11 and NE12 highlight the need to protect landscape character, maintain 
rural housing and communities. Local Plan Policies NE4, NE5, NE6 and NE7 seek to 
preserve the habitat and natural features, and seek to protect and enhance the 
habitats of protected species and provide a framework for considering the impact on 
protected species. 

 
13.3  The Emerging Local Plan continues the safeguarding approach to the AONB via 

Delivery Policy ES7 which combines a requirement to consider the impact of proposals 
on the AONB as well as the various landscape characters identified across the District. 
Delivery Policy ES8 requires the consideration of the impact on the trees, hedgerows 
and woodlands.  

 
13.4  Within the core principles of the NPPF, paragraph 17 recognises the intrinsic value 

and beauty of the countryside, whilst offering dedicated protection for the AONB at 
paragraph 115 within Chapter 11. 

 
13.5  The site is visible from the Cotswold escarpment, particularly above Wotton. Here the 

broad swath of the Vale is seen stretching north and south. Views out from the AONB 
are particularly important to its character. The proposed layout is broken by a green 
wedge. Given the distance to the escarpment, the development is not felt to be overly 
significant due to the expanse of view.  

 
13.6 There is a very well used public footpath from the west into the site.   

Similarly there are limited glimpses of the site from Charfield Road. As there is 
development to the north and east, and the proposal is there not felt to be intrusive to 
the character of the Severn Vale in a general landscape perspective.           

 
Design and localised appearance  
 
14.1 There are no saved polices on design in the Adopted Local Plan.  
 
14.2  The Delivery Policies of the ELP seek to ensure that development is sustainable and 

promotes good design, reference Policy ES1 Sustainable Construction and Energy 
Efficiency, ES12 Design of Place and Policy ES15 Outdoor Play Space. These 
Policies follow the lead given by the Core Policies.  
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14.3  Chapter 7 of the NPPF contains the guidance of the promotion of good design within 
the planning system as a key part of sustainable development. The guidance seeks to 
ensure innovation and reduce design restrictions but also to ensure that development 
is high quality and locally reflective. The guidance also states that design principles 
are wider than the aesthetic of a proposal but include considerations of the space and 
the integration with the existing environment as well as balancing design against other 
planning considerations. Paragraphs 56, 57-65 provide the specific guidance.  

   
14.4  Kingswood Village Design Statement October 2014 and Kingswood Environmental 

Character Assessment October 2014 are also relevant considerations. 
 
14.5  The layout has been submitted as part of this latest application and the design is 

therefore an important consideration. The site is publically visible from the recreation 
ground to the south, the public footpath running east/west across the length of the 
application site as well as the footpath link into Chestnut Park estate to the north. 
These viewpoints are virtually adjacent to the proposed development and are very well 
used. Consequently development will be very prominent and seen by many.    

 
14.6  The centre of the village is very tightly knit and linear reflecting the village's historic 

form . The previous development at Chestnut Park and Tyndale View reflected the 
edge of village context whereby houses were  loosely fragmented around a series of 
open spaces. 

 
14.7  This approach was advocated in the design here. A central open area was sought 

which could continue the open spaces to the west into the heart of the development. 
Informal building lines and aspect could then follow. The approach also allowed a 
sense of arrival from the north whereby the open space flowed curvingly towards the 
more distant rising open space of the cricket/recreation ground.   

 
14.8  Officers endeavoured to negotiate sufficient open space to create a discernible sense 

of place, of informal development around a network of open spaces. However whilst 
the extent of open space was agreed, this has been subsequently identified for visitor 
parking and a bin store. This would curtail views as well as bringing urban colours, 
textures, function into what should be unspoilt open space. The sense of place would 
not be achieved, and replaced by a utilitarian appearance. Views out particularly 
towards the Cotswold escarpment would be impaired by parked cars. This is a 
particularly important view bearing in mind the nature of the layout. It is a view seen by 
most people coming through the development and prominent on the exit.       

 
14.9  These open spaces are particularly important because the eastern part of the 

development is an undistinguished cul-de-sac. The open spaces were seen as a relief. 
It is understood that the visitor parking and bin store are needed but that should have 
been provided by reviewing the extent of building footprint rather than jeopardising the 
open spaces. Overdevelopment is implied. It must be questioned what other elements 
will create a sense of place. The integrity of these open spaces is essential to create 
some character. 
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14.10  Netting has been proposed to safeguard against cricket balls. At 8m tall the netting 
and supporting poles  have the potential to be  very prominent from  public view. It is 
proposed to only erect the netting during cricket games so the impact would be only 
occasional. The poles would have to be demountable otherwise they would be an 
unsightly feature. If the application was being supported such details would be 
requested.   

    
 Conclusion 
 
15.1  The village does not have the facilities and accessibility to make 50 houses 

sustainable. Such growth is better located elsewhere to avoid out commuting. The 
Local Plan identifies better locations and the Council can prove that it has a surplus 
over the 5 year land supply requirement. 

 
15.2  Given the prospects for adoption of the Local Plan in the near future applications 

should not supported which prejudice one of its key aims. 
 
15.3  The layout is not particularly distinctive. The open spaces, which could have given 

some character, have not been not properly planned to create a sense of place. There 
is also important ecology here. 

 
15.4  Refusal is recommended. 
 
ARTICLE 35 (2) STATEMENT 
There has been on going discussions with the applicants and their agents leading to various 
changes.  
 
HUMAN RIGHTS   
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted 
any different action to that recommended. 
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Item No: 2  
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.14/2430/FUL 
PP-03748937 

Site Address  The Full Moon , Mount Pleasant, Wotton-Under-Edge, Gloucestershire 
 

Town/Parish  Wotton Under Edge Town Council 
 

Grid Reference  376285,193211 
 

Application 
Type 

Full Planning Permission 
 

Proposal  Proposed demolition of existing public house and erection of 11 new 
dwellings with access and parking 

  
   

 
 
 

  
Applicant’s 
Details 

Woodbourne Homes Limited 
16 Vernon Road, Birmingham, B16 9SH 

Agent’s Details  Bailey Design Limited 
43A Mitchells Court, Lower Gungate, Tamworth, Staffordshire, B79 7AS 
 

Case Officer  John Longmuir 
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Application 
Validated 

23.10.2014 

 RECOMMENDATION  
Recommended 
Decision 

Resolve to Grant Permission  

Subject to the 
following 
conditions: 

 
 
 
 

 CONSULTEES  
Comments  
Received  

 

Not Yet 
Received  

Cotswolds Conservation Board (E) 
Development Coordination (E) 
 

 CONTRIBUTORS  
Letters of 
Objection  

 
N F Todd, 9 The Green, Synwell  
R And D Saley, 24 Fountain Crescent, Wotton-Under-Edge  
P Luther, 4 Cherry Orchard, Wotton-Under-Edge  
Mr And Mrs Armor, 14 Cherry Orchard, Wotton-Under-Edge  
Dr J Cordwell, 13 Haw Street, Wotton-under-Edge  
Mr And Mrs K Browning, Victorianna, Coombe  
D Hedges, 39 Cotswold Gardens, Synwell  
J Hobson, Bramble Cottage, The Street  
S Young, 23 Cotswold Gardens Wotton Under Edge,   
Mr T Luker, 2 The Green, Synwell  
S Hedges, 9 Fishers Road,berkeley,   
N Clement, 17 Synwell Lane, Synwell  
T Collins, 14 Hentley Tor, Wotton Under Edge  
L And C Harrell, 7 The Green, Synwell,  
Synwell Action Group, Unknown,   
 

Letters of 
Support  

 
J Motton, 5 Hentley View, Knapp Road,, Wotton-Under-Edge  
L And C Harrell, 7 The Green, Synwell, Wotton Under Edge, Glos.,   
 

Letters of 
Comment  

   
S Young, 23 Cotswold Gadens Wotton Under Edge,               
P Shanes, 43 Knapp Road, Synwell     
Mr Collins, 14 Hentley Tor, Wotton Under Edge       
P Barton, 38 Mount Pleasant,    
 

 OFFICER’S REPORT  
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The site and surroundings 
The site is a prominent corner formed by the junction of several roads.  It largely consists of 
the vacant Full Moon pub, which has 281sqm floorspace and a 35 space car park. There are 
several important trees on the edge of the site. To the north is a small public open space, to 
the south are a row of garages. There are several dwellings close to the eastern boundary. 
 
The proposal 
Demolition of the pub. Originally 12 houses were proposed, however this has been reduced 
in the revised plans to 11 houses in various groups. An open space would be left around the 
trees, with the potential to plant a new hedge along the north western boundary. An access 
road and turning area would be provided in the centre of the site. 
 
Consultees 
Town Council: Object: Overdevelopment, too dense housing, lack of amenity space, visual 
impact of parking, question impact on tree roots, houses have no chimneys and are out of 
keeping, lack of affordable housing. 
 
2 letters of support: Would make use of site, good design, parking levels welcome, welcome 
small houses. 
 
Objections (including Synwell Community Association): Loss of the pub, important community 
facility and accessible.   
 
County Highways:  Not yet received. 
 
Policy Implementation Manager (affordable housing): No objection 
 
SDC Arboriculture officer: No objection subject to conditions  
 
Planning History 
The pub was nominated as an asset of community value on 10-6-13.  
 
Relevant Planning Policies  
 
Adopted Local Plan Policies 
 
POLICY GE1: Permission will not be granted to any development that would be likely to lead 
to an unacceptable level of noise, general disturbance, smell, fumes, loss of daylight or 
sunlight, loss of privacy or have an overbearing effect. 
 
POLICY GE5: Permission will not be granted for any development that would be likely to be 
detrimental to the highway safety of any user of any highway or public right of way. 
 
POLICY NE6: In development proposals, important landscape features such as trees, 
hedges, shrubs, vegetation, green lanes, walls, woodland and unimproved pasture should be 
retained and managed to conserve and enhance biodiversity. The impact of development on 
such features should be minimised and will be controlled through the use of conditions and 
planning obligations. 
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POLICY NE8: Within the Cotswolds AONB, priority will be given to the conservation and 
enhancement of the natural beauty of the landscape over other considerations, whilst also 
having regard to the economic and social well-being of the AONB. Development within, or 
affecting the setting of the AONB will only be permitted if all the following criteria are met: 
 
1.  The nature, siting and scale are sympathetic to the landscape; 
2.  The design and materials complement the character of the area; and 
3.  Important landscape features and trees are retained and appropriate landscaping 

measures are undertaken.  Major development will not be permitted unless it is 
demonstrated to be in the national interest and that there is a lack of alternative sites. 

 
POLICY HN8 
Within settlement boundaries permission will be granted for residential development or 
redevelopment, provided all the following criteria are met: 
 
1.  the proposed housing is of a scale, layout and design compatible with the part of the 

settlement in which it would be located, and would not cause harm to the character 
and appearance of that part of the settlement; 

 
2.  the density proposed is at as high a level as is acceptable in townscape and amenity 

terms; 
 
3. the development includes dwellings of various sizes, both in respect of physical size 

and type;  
 
4. it would not result in development between the settlement boundary and the existing 

built form of the settlement where this would appear as an intrusion into the 
countryside; 

 
5.  it would not cause the loss of, or damage to, any open space which is important to the 

character of the settlement; 
 
6.  any natural or built features on the site and worthy of retention have been incorporated 

into the scheme; and 
 
7.  where dwelling houses are proposed, an appropriate area of private amenity space is 

provided for the occupiers of each dwelling house. Where other types of residential 
accommodation are proposed, an appropriate level of amenity space to serve the 
scheme as a whole is provided. 

 
Policy SH15 Retention of Community Facilities 
Development which involves the loss of individual shops, public houses, village halls and 
other community facilities will only be permitted where: 
There is no prospect of a continued community use 
There are adequate alternative facilities in the locality which cater for the needs of the local 
population. 
The current and previous use is no longer viable. 
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Emerging Local Plan Policies : 
 
Delivery Policy ES7.  Within the Cotswolds Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB),or on 
land that may affect its setting, priority will be given to the conservation and enhancement of 
the natural and scenic beauty of the landscape whilst taking account of the biodiversity 
interest and the historic and cultural heritage. Major development will not be permitted unless 
it is demonstrated to be in the national interest and that there is a lack of alternative 
sustainable development sites. 
 
In all locations development proposals should conserve or enhance the special features and 
diversity of the different landscape character types found within the District. Priority will be 
given to the protection of the quality and diversity of the landscape character. Development 
will only be permitted if all the following criteria are met:  
 
1.  The location, materials, scale and use are sympathetic and complement the landscape 

character; and 
  
2.  Natural features including trees, hedgerows and water features that contribute to the 

landscape character and setting of the development should be both retained and 
managed appropriately in the future. 

 
Opportunities for appropriate landscaping will be sought alongside all new development, such 
that landscape type key characteristics are strengthened. 
 
The Stroud District Landscape Assessment will be used when determining applications for 
development within rural areas. 
 
Delivery Policy ES3. Permission will not be granted to any development which would be likely 
to lead to, or result in an unacceptable level of: 
 
1.  Noise, general disturbance, smell, fumes, loss of daylight or sunlight, loss of privacy or 

an overbearing effect  
 
2.  Environmental pollution to water, land or air and an unacceptable risk to the quality 

and quantity of a water body or water bodies 
 
3.  Noise sensitive development in locations where it would be subject to unacceptable 

noise levels  
 
4.  Increased risk of flooding on or off the site, and no inclusion of measures to reduce the 

causes and impacts of flooding  
 
5. A detrimental impact on highway safety 
 
6.  An adverse effect on contaminated land where there is a risk to human health or the 

environment. 
 
Delivery Policy HC1.  Within defined settlement development limits, permission with be 
granted for residential development or redevelopment, providing all the following criteria are 
met: 
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1. The proposed housing is of a scale, density, layout and design that is compatible with 

the character, appearance and amenity of the part of the settlement in which it would 
be located and the density proposed is at as high a level as is acceptable, in terms of 
townscape, street scene and amenity. 

 
2. where appropriate schemes should include a variety of dwelling types and sizes, which 

meet identified local needs 
 
3.  On edge of settlement sites, the proposal would not appear as an intrusion into the 

countryside and would retain a sense of transition between the open countryside and 
the existing settlement's core 

 
4.  It would not cause the loss of, or damage to, any open space which is important to the 

character of the settlement 
 
5. it would not result in the loss of locally valued habitat which supports wildlife 
 
6.  any natural or built features on the site that are worthy of retention are incorporated 

into the scheme 
 
7.  an appropriate area of private amenity space is provided for the occupiers of each 

dwelling house. Where other types of residential accommodation are proposed, an 
appropriate level of amenity space to serve the scheme as a whole is provided. 

 
8.  It is not subject to any other over-riding environmental or other material planning 

constraint 
 
9.  have a layout, access and parking appropriate to the site and its surroundings. 
 
Delivery Policy E16: Protecting individual and village shops, public houses and other 
community facilities: 
 
Where planning permission is required, development which involves the los of individual 
shops, public houses, village halls and other community facilities will be supported where all 
the criteria below are satisfied: 
 
1. There is no prospect of a contained community use (which is evidenced) 
 
2. There are adequate similar use facilities either within that settlement or adjoining 

countryside and is accessible by walking or cycling- a distance of 800m. 
 
3.  The current or previous use is no longer viable, demonstrated by audited financial and 

marketing evidence over an agreed period.   
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
Requiring Good Design: Para 61:  Although visual appearance and the architecture of 
individual buildings are very important factors, securing high quality and inclusive design 
goes beyond aesthetic considerations. Therefore, planning policies and decisions should 
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address the connections between people and places and the integration of new development 
into the natural, built and historic environment. 
 
Conserving and enhancing the Natural Environment -  
Para 109 relates to protecting valued landscapes and minimizing adverse impact on 
biodiversity Para 115 Great weight should be given to conserving landscape and scenic 
beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have 
the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty. The conservation 
of wildlife and cultural heritage are important considerations in all these areas, and should be 
given great weight in National Parks and the Broads 
 
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 
 
The principle of residential development 
 
The site is within the settlement boundary which indicates that it is in a sustainable location 
without any landscape impact.  
 
The proposal does involve the loss of the pub, which has been the feature of most of the 
objections. Some of the responses question the viability of the pub and express a desire to 
take it over. Such attachment was also reflected in the nomination for a community asset. It is 
within an extensive residential area and the nearest alternatives are in the town centre, 
approximately 2 miles way.   It has been vacant for several years.   
 
The applicant submitted a viability report to indicate that the pub was uneconomic.  The 
Council commissioned Bruton Knowles to give independent expert advice. Their report is 
attached as an appendix to these DCC papers. The report confirms that the pub is not viable. 
There are 4 other pubs within 800m. There is also the Pavilion Sport and Social Club 350m 
away. Whilst the feelings of the community for their "local" are understandable, it is not felt to 
be viable and the principle of residential development meets the Policy tests. 
 
Some of the responses question the viability of the pub and express a desire to take it over.  
The register of the Community Value does not prevent the determination of the application. 
Merely it prevents the sale of the site for a 6 month period. 
 
Tree implications 
There are three trees on or by the edge of the site, which are protected. A silver birch 17m 
high and a beech tree 16m are on the north and a Norway Maple are on the southern edge.  
The birch and beech are extremely prominent and form the focus for views particularly from 
the west. The original plans placed houses, hard surfaces and cars very close to the trees 
which would have jeopardised their future.  The revised proposals show the birch and beech 
trees in an area of dedicated open space away from intrusion. Conditions will still be required 
to ensure that their roots are still undisturbed and that the construction process is 
appropriately managed.  
 
The Norway Maple is shown for removal and is not felt to overly significant. 
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Design and appearance 
The layout provides some open space on the site which would compliment the adjacent open 
space. It maintains an element of openness, which it is important to keep the prominence of 
the trees.   A new boundary hedge would offer a soft complementary edge. 
 
The layout shows the housing fragmented into small groups which would not appear 
dominate and create an informal appearance. Similarly they are only two storey and modest 
gable width. 
 
The houses themselves have a simple, low key appearance in keeping with the character of 
the area. 
 
Whilst the site is within the AONB, its relationship with the countryside is limited due to the 
intervening substantial housing. Development would be visible from distant viewpoints but 
would be seen in conjunction with other houses. The layout does allow for outward views.  
 
Parking and highway access.  
Access would be from the west which has good visibility bearing in mind likely traffic speed. 
Turning for cars has been provided on the site itself.    
 
2 parking spaces are proposed per plot. These would be a mixture of on plot and communal. 
Whilst Wotton does have an acknowledged parking shortage, this is felt to be adequate to 
meet the needs of this particular development. 
 
Amenity      
There are neighbouring houses to the east. The revised designs show elevations with only 
obscure glazing on the facing side elevations. There is adequate separation to avoid 
significant shadowing and overbearing problems too. Houses on other sides of the 
development are further away and segregated by public roads and consequently should not 
their amenity should not be unduly impaired.    
 
The new dwellings would all have gardens. A couple of the new dwellings do not have ideal 
window to window separation but there is an element of "buyer beware". 
 
Affordable housing  
 
The threshold for contributions normally arises at 10 houses. However the Vacant Buildings 
Credit in NPPG paragraph 22 gives an allowance for an existing footprint to offset affordable 
housing requirements. This applies on brownfield land, where the building is vacant. The pub 
has an extensive size, and it is not felt that an affordable contribution is therefore justifiable.   
 
 
Hydrology 
The houses are outside an area of flood risk. The site is largely hard surfaced and some of 
this would be replaced by gardens, which would be advantageous for surface water run-off.  
 
Ecology 
The site is dominated by a car park and pub, within a suburban area. Consequently there is 
little likelihood of use by important species, although the  trees may have value.  The creation 
of gardens should offer some bio-diversity improvement. 
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Conclusion 
Resolve to grant subject to Section 106 agreement on recreation contributions. Conditions 
will be required on tree protection measures, landscaping, materials, obscure glazing and the 
construction process.  
 
ARTICLE 35 (2) STATEMENT 
There has been some discussion on this project, which led to changes to the scheme. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no      
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Item No: 3  
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.15/0989/FUL 
 

Site Address  Land Adjacent To Stone With Woodford Church Of England Primary 
School, Stone, Berkeley, Gloucestershire 
 

Town/Parish  Ham And Stone Parish Council 
 

Grid Reference  368511,195538 
 

Application 
Type 

Full Planning Permission 
 

Proposal  8 No. two bed houses 
  
   

 
 
 

  
Applicant’s 
Details 

Stone Apartments Ltd 
Tower Lane Business Park, Tower Lane, Warmley, Bristol, BS30 8FL 
 

Agent’s Details  David Cahill 
Design Consultants, Unit 2, Office 4, Tower Lane Business Park, 
Warmley, Bristol 
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BS30 8XT 

Case Officer  John Chaplin 
 

Application 
Validated 

30.04.2015 

 RECOMMENDATION  
Recommended 
Decision 

Permission  

Subject to the 
following 
conditions: 

 
 1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the 

expiration of three years from the date of this permission. 
 
 Reason: 
 To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 

 
 2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all 

respects in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below: 
 
            Site Location Plan of  22/04/2015 
            Plan number = 2624/7     
 
            Site Plan Proposed of  03/06/2015 
            Plan number = 2626/2 REV A     
 
            Proposed plans and elevations of  15/06/2015 
            Plan number = 2624/4 REV A     
            Plan number = 2624/5 REV A     
 
 Reason: 
 To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with 

the approved plans and in the interests of good planning. 
 
 3. Notwithstanding the submitted details, no construction work on the 

dwellings hereby permitted shall take place until details, including 
samples, of the materials to be used in the external surfaces of the 
buildings have been submitted to an approved by the Local 
Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. 

 
 Reason: 
 To ensure the satisfactory appearance of the development, in 

accordance with Policy HN8 of the adopted Stroud District Local 
Plan, November 2005, Policy HC1 of the Submission Draft Stroud 
District Local Plan, December 2013, and the provisions of the 
National Planning Policy Framework. 
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 4. No development shall take place until details of the existing ground 

levels, proposed finished floor levels of the dwellings and the 
proposed finished ground levels of the site including the parking 
areas, relative to a datum point which is to remain undisturbed 
during the development have been submitted to and approved by 
the Local Planning Authority. Such details shall also provide 
comparative levels of eaves and ridge heights of adjoining 
properties and school and details of the levels of any existing or 
proposed boundary treatments. The development shall be carried 
out in strict accordance with the details as approved. 

 
 Reason: 
 Pre-commencement condition is required as the ground levels 

must be agreed prior to any works taking place in order to avoid a 
situation where unacceptable ground level alterations cannot be 
undone without significant reconstruction work. Ground levels 
need to be agreed to secure an acceptable finished building height 
in the interests of the amenities of local residents and to ensure 
the satisfactory appearance of the development, in accordance 
with Policies HN8 and GE1 of the Stroud District Local Plan, 
November 2005. 

 
 5. No works shall take place on site until drainage plans for the 

disposal of surface water and foul sewage have been submitted to 
and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall 
be implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to 
the occupation of the first unit on site and shall be maintained as 
such thereafter. 

 
 Reason: 
 To ensure that the development is provided with a satisfactory 

means of drainage as well as to reduce the risk of creating or 
exacerbating a flooding problem and to minimise the risk of 
pollution. 

 
 6. No development shall take place, including any works of 

demolition, until a Construction Method Statement has been 
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning 
Authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout 
the construction period. The Statement shall: 

 
 i. specify the type and number of vehicles; 
 ii. provide for the parking of vehicles of site operatives and visitors; 
 iii. provide for the loading and unloading of plant and materials; 
 iv. provide for the storage of plant and materials used in 

constructing the development; 
 v. provide for wheel washing facilities; 
 vi. specify the intended hours of construction operations; 
 vii. measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during 

construction 
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 viii. measures for pedestrians to enable safe access to the school. 
 
 Reason:  
 To reduce the potential impact on the public highway and 

accommodate the efficient delivery of goods and supplies in 
accordance with paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework. 

 
 7. None of the dwellings hereby permitted shall be occupied until the 

car parking associated with those dwellings has been provided in 
accordance with the submitted revised site plan (Drawing no. 
2626/2 Rev A submitted on 03 June 2015). Unless otherwise 
approved, the vehicular access shown for each dwelling shall be 
the sole means of vehicular access. The access and parking shall 
be maintained available for that purpose thereafter. 

 
 Reason:  
 To reduce potential highway impact by ensuring that vehicles do 

not have to park on the highway, and in accordance with 
paragraph 35 of the NPPF. 

 
 8. No development shall be commenced until details of the proposed 

arrangements for future management and maintenance of the 
proposed street use for access have been submitted to and 
approved by the Local Planning Authority. The street shall 
thereafter be maintained in accordance with the approved 
management and maintenance details until such time as either a 
dedication agreement has been entered into or a private 
management and maintenance company has been established. 

 
 Reason: 
 Pre-commencement condition is required to ensure that safe, 

suitable and secure access is achieved and maintained for all 
people that minimises the conflict between traffic and cyclists and 
pedestrians in accordance with the National Planning Policy 
Framework and to establish and maintain a strong sense of place 
to create attractive and comfortable places to live, work and visit 
as required by paragraph 58 of the Framework. 

 
 9. No construction works shall take place until a scheme specifying 

the provisions to be made to control dust emanating from the site 
has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 
Authority. 

 
 Reason:  
 To protect the amenity of the locality, especially for people living 

and/or working nearby including the adjacent School, in 
accordance with Policy GE1 of the adopted Stroud District Local 
Plan, November 2005. 
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10. No construction site machinery or plant shall be operated, no 

process shall be carried out and no demolition or construction 
related deliveries taken at or dispatched from the site except 
between the hours 08:00 and 18:00 on Mondays to Fridays, 
between 08:00 and 13:00 on Saturdays and not at any time on 
Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays. 

 
 Reason: 
 To protect the amenity of the locality, especially for people living 

and/or working nearby, in accordance with Policy GE1 of the 
adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005.  

 
11. No construction works shall take place until a scheme for 

protecting the proposed residential dwellings from noise from road 
traffic has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning 
Authority. All works which form part of the scheme shall be 
completed before any part of the development hereby permitted is 
occupied and they shall be retained in their approved form for so 
long as the development remains on the site. 

 
 Reason:  
 To protect the amenity of occupiers of the dwellings, in accordance 

with Policy GE1 of the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, 
November 2005. 

 
Informatives: 
 
 1. Article 35 (2) Statement - Little if any pre-application discussions 

took place on this project, however, the case officer was in contact 
with the agent, acting in a positive and proactive manner. 
Following discussions regarding the number of units, the parking 
and appearance of the site revised plans were submitted. Whilst 
further reductions to scheme were not made the proposal is 
considered permissible. 

 
 2. The applicant should take all relevant precautions to minimise the 

potential for disturbance to neighbouring residents in terms of 
noise, dust, smoke/fumes and odour during the construction 
phrases of the development. This should include not working 
outside regular day time hours, the use of water suppression for 
any stone or brick cutting, not burning materials on site and 
advising neighbours in advance of any particularly noisy works. It 
should also be noted that the burning of materials that gives rise to 
dark smoke or the burning of trade waste associated with the 
development, are immediate offences, actionable via the Local 
Authority and Environment Agency respectively.  Furthermore, the 
granting of this planning permission does not indemnify against 
statutory nuisance action being taken should substantiated smoke, 
fume, noise or dust complaints be received.  For further 
information please contact Mr Dave Jackson, Environmental 
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Protection Manager on 01453 754489. 

 
 CONSULTEES  
Comments  
Received  

Parish / Town 
Development Coordination (E) 
 

Not Yet 
Received  

 

 CONTRIBUTORS  
Letters of 
Objection  

Mrs E Shipp, 30 Oldminster Road, GL13 9NA  
R Thomas, Sunnybank, Old Bristol Rd, Woodford, Berkeley   
Mrs H Hughes, Briarwood, Chapel Hill  
K  Wootton And  W Steeds, 16 Court Mead, Stone  
C Hucker, 89 Rosebery Road, Dursley  
J Greve, 6 The Brambles, Berkeley  
D D, Oaklands, Lower Stone  
T Riddle, Doverlea Tafarn Bach,   
S Johnson, 39 Court Meadow, Stone  
M Wistow, 6 Court Meadow, Stone  
L Green, 13 Church View, Newport Berkeley Gloucestershire  
S Warren, 66 Court Meadow, Stone  
J Humphries, 1 James Orchard, Berkeley  
C Birchall, 40 Court Meadow, Stone  
C Ricciardi, Clapton Farmhouse, Clapton  
D Dulake, Oaklands, Lower Stone  
M J Renton, 11 James Orchard, Berkeley  
S And  O Barnes, 45 Court Meadow, Stone  
A MacLeod-Bailey, 37 Court Meadow,   
R Avery, The Vicarage, Church Lane  
J Greve, 6 The Brambles, Berkeley  
C Tatham, Gossington Hall, Gossington  
C Hucker, 89 Rosebery Road, Dursley  
M Wistow, 6 Court Meadow, Stone.  
B Williams, Harewood Old Bristol Road, Woodford  
B Oakhill, Churchview Cottage, Stone  
K Horvath, Court Mead, Stone  
L Greenwell, 32 Court Meadow, Stone, Berkeley,  
Dr D Joyce, Chair Of Governors, Stone With Woodford C Of E 
Primary School, Stone  
R Kuczaj, 75 Court Meadow, Stone, Berkeley, Glos,   
R Coombe, Park Lodge, Ham  
L Greenwell, 32 Court Meadow, , Stone  
D Bray, 4 Crown Orchard, Stone  
A Soffe, The Cottage, Hill  
K Horvath, 18 Court Mead, Stone  
T Riddle, Doverlea, Tafarn Bach, Tortworth,   
H Hughes, Briarwood, Chapel Hill  
A Renton, 11 James Orchard, Berkeley  
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J Roche, 34 Howmead, Berkeley   
A Dyson, 3 Court Meadow, Stone  
 

Letters of 
Support  

 
 

Letters of 
Comment  

                 
G Sanders, Wessex Water, Claverton Down                                      
 

 OFFICER’S REPORT  
 
SITE 
The application site is between the A38 and Stone with Woodford Primary School. It is 
currently covered with vegetation and grass. Access to the site and the adjacent school is 
provided via a new un-adopted road with turning head. The primary school is located to the 
Northwest of the site with a staff car park (shared with the church) accessed along the new 
section of road. The site is within the settlement boundary. There are Listed Buildings near 
the site, Norton House on the opposite side of the A38 and Church. The site has no other 
landscape designation.   
 
PROPOSAL  
8no. two bed houses 
 
REVISED DETAILS  
Revised drawings have been submitted on 03 & 15 June 2015 amending the layout and 
reducing the number of dwellings from 9 to 8. 
 
MATERIALS  
Walls: Facing brick/render 
Roof: Concrete 
Fenestration: UPVC 
 
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY  
S.10/0891/FUL Erection of 1 replacement and 4 new dwellings, access road, car park, 
playground extension, playing field and extension to churchyard. APP 
 
CONSULTATION RESPONSES  
Full details of all statutory consultations and public representations are available to view on 
the electronic planning file. A summary of the consultation responses and public 
representations also appears below. 
 
Ham and Stone Parish Council: Object – No. of dwellings will mean extra parking which will 
automatically have an impact on the nearby school. Compromise use of the road for safe 
drop off for children.  Additional traffic including deliveries and refuse collection. Buildings too 
close to junction will have a major affect on traffic turning from A38. Visual impact will spoil 
village. Overdevelopment. Foul water system already overloaded. Where will surface water 
go? 
 
Environmental Health: Recommends conditions & informative 
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GCC Highways: Objection  
 
Wessex Water: Comment - Surface water should not connect to sewer system. Soakaways 
min 5m from dwellings. 
 
Local Residents Including school governors: 27 Objections received:  
 
Inadequate off road parking will result in narrow access road being used for parking.  
Cause congestion and unsafe drop off and collection of children from school. Cause school 
parking on the dangerous narrow lane.  
Danger to school children.  
Increased traffic.  
Conflict with occupiers and school vehicles. 
 
No shops, infrastructure needs an upgrade.  
Too many houses, too small area.  
Higher density considered unreasonable.  Out of kilter with the space available. 
 
Disruption, noise and dust during construction. 
Loss of privacy of school playground. 
Increase sense of enclosure and reduce the quality of play. 
 
Revised Plans 
Ham and Stone Parish Council: Objection - Not large enough to sustain 8 houses.  
Limited outside amenity space.  
No allowance for improved amenities or infrastructure of the village. 
Adjacent to school, safety of school children is of paramount importance and will be 
comprised with amount of parking. Original plans help alleviate parking difficulties.  
 
Cause parking on A38 to the detriment of highway users.  
Highway improvements needed.  
Drainage problems. 
 
Has little architectural merit or enhancement for the character of the village.  
GCC Highways: No highway objection 
 
Local Residents: 23 Objections received   
Will still increase risk of accident.  
Not address problem of traffic.  
Parking still a problem. Put safety of children at risk. Dangerous.  
Concern over surface water drainage.  
Overdevelopment. 
 
REASONS FOR DECISION 
The reasons for the Council's decision are summarised below together with a summary of the 
Policies and Proposals contained within the Development Plan which are relevant to this 
decision: 
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS - NATIONAL AND LOCAL PLANNI NG POLICIES 
Planning law requires that applications for planning permission must be determined in 
accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
The adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 is the development plan for Stroud 
District. Due weight should be given to policies in this plan according to the degree of 
consistency with the National Planning Policy Framework. An emerging draft Stroud District 
Local Plan was approved by the Council on 25 July 2013 for publication and has been 
submitted to the Secretary of State. The Stroud District Local Plan Submission Draft 2013 is 
therefore also a material consideration in planning decisions. 
 
In considering this application, the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) have been considered as well as Policies GE1, GE5 an HN8, BE12 and TR1 of the 
adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 and Policies HC1, ES3 and CP14 of the 
Stroud District Local Plan: Submission Draft December 2013. 
 
Policy HN8 of the Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005 requires that the proposed 
housing is compatible with the settlement in terms of design, scale and layout, it would not 
cause the loss of, or damage to, any open space which is important to the character of the 
settlement and an appropriate area of private amenity space is provided for the occupiers of 
each dwelling. Policy TR1 requires that appropriate car parking is provided in accordance 
with the adopted parking standards and that access is provided via a range of transport 
modes. Policy GE1 and Submission Draft Policy ES3 prevent an unacceptable level of noise, 
general disturbance, smell, fumes, loss of daylight or sunlight, loss of privacy or an 
overbearing effect.  Paragraphs 56-68 of the NPPF stresses the importance of quality design. 
Policy GE5 maintains highway safety including public rights of way. 
 
PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT    
The site lies within the defined settlement boundary of Stone.  
This is a 'Fourth tier' settlement, within the emerging Local Plan, development should be 
limited to that needed to help meet the housing needs of the settlement. The principle of 
residential development has been established with the extant permission for the erection of 5 
dwellings (Permission S.10/0891/FUL). The amount of bedrooms are the same and therefore 
in terms of sustainability the implications should be similar.  
 
There is not a Neighbourhood Plan, the adopted Strategic Market Housing Assessment for 
Gloucestershire (March 2014) identifies the mix of open market housing required within the 
District. This identifies demand for two and three-bedroom housing predominates, 
representing over 78%.  
 
The scheme does not seek to provide any affordable units but would make a contribution to 
the smaller scale open market housing need within the district. 
 
DESIGN/APPEARANCE/IMPACT ON THE AREA   
The site is prominent and clearly visible from public viewpoints and forms an important part of 
the streetscene when entering this end of the village and the school.  
 
The site already has approval for 5 dwellings which provides 1x 2 bed, 2x 3 bed and 2x 4 bed 
houses within two stepped terraces parallel with the road. Whilst the proposal will be 
prominent and does provide a greater number of units, when compared to the approved 
scheme, the proposal does provide a smaller footprint with the appearance and built form 
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more broken up and spaced apart. The scheme is also not dissimilar in character and 
appearance to the adjacent new dwellings in Church Close. It is therefore considered that the 
scheme would be compatible with that part of the settlement. 
 
The proposed dwellings are similar in character to each other but the scheme does provide 
some variation in the appearance of the pairs of semi-detached dwellings which would 
provide some interest to the proposed street scene. 
 
Therefore, whilst the scheme may change  the existing vegetation on  the site at present, it 
would be difficult to argue it would cause greater impact on the character and setting than the 
approved scheme. 
 
HIGHWAYS  
The Parish Council, a large number of local residents and parents from the adjacent primary 
school have raised concerns regarding the highway implications, congestion, traffic backing 
back onto the A38 and school traffic/parking being displaced onto the surrounding highway 
network e.g. the A38 and the adjacent lane. 
 
Gloucestershire County Council (Local Highway Authority) have commented on the revised 
details and now have no highway objection. The revised plan now shows all the proposed 
accesses from the un-adopted highway which has removed the direct possible conflict with 
vehicles turning from the A38. 
 
Tthe site is currently empty and school parents have benefited from an informal parking. 
However  , the site history and extant permission for 5 dwellings have to be considered. 
There is also footway links from the junction of the Bristol Road to the end of the school site 
and connects to the south of the village. The Highways Officer also notes there are bus 
services to Katherine Lady Berkeley School, and to Thornbury and Bristol. 
 
School traffic peaks at drop off and pick up times which may cause some congestion for short 
periods. The increase in the number of dwellings will increase vehicle trip generation, 
however, the amount of additional traffic for 3 extra small dwellings is unlikely to have a 
severe impact.  
 
A stipulation of Paragraph 39 of NPPF is to consider local car ownership levels. Car 
ownership levels from the 2011 census data shows 3.4% did not own a car, 27.2% owned 1 
car, 42.8% owned 2 cars, 17.3% owned 3 cars and 9.2% owned 4 or more cars. Therefore, 
the car ownership data shows that a majority of households in the area owned 1 or 2 cars. 
Given the small size of the units proposed car ownership is likely to be towards the lower 
end. However, the revised plans do provide 2 parking spaces per dwelling.  
 
In total the previously approved scheme provided 16 bedrooms with a total of 10 car parking 
spaces and therefore a ratio of 0.6 spaces per bedroom. The current proposal provides an 
identical total number of 16 bedrooms but with more parking spaces, 16, creating an 
improved ratio of 1 space per bedroom. Whilst the position and tandem nature of the parking 
is noted it is considered that the proposal accords with adopted parking standards.   
 
Whilst the concerns are appreciated with the approved scheme for 5 dwellings and the lack 
of an objection from County Highways if would be difficult to defend a highway safety reason 
for refusal. 
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RESIDENTIAL AMENITY   
The end gable of plot 8 does provide a first floor window, however, this is located on the 
stairs not a primary living area. Whilst it does face towards the neighbour with the space 
between created by the parking and neighbour garage, the use and the well developed 
boundary treatment it is considered this will not significantly affect the privacy currently 
enjoyed. 
 
Concerns have been raised given the proximity of construction to the school. This is 
appreciated and whilst there is potential for some disruption similar to the previously 
approved scheme with appropriate management by the applicant and his contractors this can 
be kept to an appropriate level. Consideration of the principal of this can be required via 
conditions requiring a construction method statement and dust control methods etc.  
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted 
any different action to that recommended. 
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Item No: 4  
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.15/1302/HHOLD 
PP-04230582 

Site Address  Windrush, Upton Lane, Brookthorpe, Gloucestershire 
 

Town/Parish  Brookthorpe With Whaddon Parish Council 
 

Grid Reference  383903,212099 
 

Application 
Type 

Householder Application 
 

Proposal  Erection of two-storey extension and alterations to roof. 
  
   

 
 
 

  
Applicant’s 
Details 

Mr C Ratcliffe 
C/o Agent 

Agent’s Details  Nigel Cant Planning 
Peppercorn Cottage, Woodland Head, Yeoford, Crediton, Devon 
EX17 5HF 
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Case Officer  Hannah Minett 

 
Application 
Validated 

03.06.2015 

 RECOMMENDATION  
Recommended 
Decision 

Permission  

Subject to the 
following 
conditions: 

 
 1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the 

expiration of three years from the date of this permission. 
 
 Reason: 
 To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the 
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 

 
 2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all 

respects in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below: 
 
           Site Location Plan of  02/06/2015 
 
           Existing Block Plan of  02/06/2015 
 
           Existing plans and elevations of  02/06/2015 
 
           Proposed plans, sections and elevations of  13/06/2015 
           Plan number = 2D     
 
 Reason: 
 To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with 

the approved plans and in the interests of good planning. 
 
Informatives: 
 
 1. In accordance with Article 35 (2) the Local Planning Authority have 

worked with the Applicant. The case officer contacted the 
applicant/agent and negotiated changes to the design which has 
enhanced the overall scheme; these have been detailed in the 
Officer Report. 

 
 CONSULTEES  
Comments  
Received  

Parish / Town 
 

Not Yet 
Received  

Cotswolds Conservation Board (E) 
 

 CONTRIBUTORS 
Letters of 
Objection  

 
R Bennett, Kingfishers, Upton Lane  
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F Simpson, Mulberry Tree Cottage, Stroud Road  
J Casling, Mulberry Tree Cottage, Stroud Road  
 

Letters of 
Support  

 
 

Letters of 
Comment  

     
 

 OFFICER’S REPORT  
 
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The application site consists of a detached dwelling in Brookthorpe. The site is located near 
the corner of Upton Lane and Stroud Road (A4173) and is located on the edge of the AONB. 
The site itself is semi-neglected and the dwelling is of a suburban style with a poorly 
constructed single storey flat roofed extension to one side of the dwelling and a detached 
garage to the other side. The dwelling has off-street parking to the front and a triangular 
shaped rear garden.  
 
Surrounding the site is an extended, contemporary cottage to the south-east and two large, 
three storey eco-dwellings currently being constructed immediately to the north.  
 
PROPOSAL  
Increase the ridge height of the roof, install two dormer windows to the front elevation and to 
erect a 1.5 storey side extension. 
 
In response to concerns over impacts on residential amenity, the scheme has been revised 
twice to reduce the height of the side extension from 3 storeys to 1.5 storeys. The final 
revised plan was received on 13th July 2015.  
 
RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY  
None. 
 
CONSULTATION RESPONSES  
Public: It should be noted that the majority of the public comments were received in response 
to the originally submitted plan received on 2nd June 2015, objections were also received 
from the immediate neighbour in response to the first set of revised plans and the second, 
most recent set of revised plans received 13th July 2015. 
 
The comments received raised concerns over the impacts of the proposed scheme on 
residential amenity; having an overbearing effect and overshadowing a number of habitable 
rooms to the neighbouring dwelling. Concerns were also raised that the extensions are out of 
scale with the existing dwelling and of poor design quality. 
 
The immediate neighbour has also made reference to a current civil dispute over the shared 
boundary 
 
Parish: Strongly object on grounds of overbearing and overshadowing the neighbouring 
dwelling.  
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REASONS FOR DECISION 
The following reasons for the Council's decision are summarised below together with a 
summary of the Policies and Proposals contained within the Development Plan which are 
relevant to this decision:  
 
PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT 
Paragraphs 56-68 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) stress the importance 
of high quality design. Policy HN16 of the Stroud District Local Plan (November 2005) 
supports the principle of extensions to dwellings subject to the consideration of the plot size, 
height, size and design as well as the impact on parking provision. Policy HC8 of the Local 
Plan Submission Draft reflects this, adding that the cumulative impact of additions must also 
be considered. Furthermore, Policy GE5 ensures a good level of highway safety is 
maintained and Policy GE1 (as well as Submission Draft Policy ES3) prevents an 
unacceptable level of noise, general disturbance, smell, fumes, loss of daylight or sunlight 
and loss of privacy or an overbearing effect.  
 
The application site is also located within the AONB whereby the natural and scenic beauty 
of the landscape should be conserved or enhanced by development, in compliance with 
Local Plan Policy NE8, Submission Draft Policy ES7 and Chapter 11 of the NPPF.  
 
CHARACTER AND APPEARANCE  
The proposed scheme would increase the scale and massing of the dwelling and the 
subsequent amount of living accommodation quite significantly, extending from a two 
bedroom to a four bedroom dwelling. That said, the size of the plot is large enough to 
accommodate the scheme without appearing overdeveloped or cramped and it would not 
appear out of scale with the street scene given the surrounding development to the north. It is 
acknowledged that the cottage to the south-east appears modestly sized and is more 
sympathetic to the AONB in its appearance, however two  large eco-dwellings have a 
presence.  Whilst the roof alterations would alter the appearance of the dwelling, it would 
remain subservient to the dwellings currently being constructed to the north in scale, massing 
and design.  
 
It may have been preferable for a more contemporary scheme to improve the existing 
dwelling; however the proposed materials would match the existing and the alterations are in 
keeping with the suburban style of housing, which is visually apparent in the wider area, 
particularly to the west.   
 
On balance, the proposed extension and alterations are not considered to significantly harm 
the character or appearance of the dwelling or the surrounding area.  
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RESIDENTIAL AMENITY  
A series of objections have been received in response to the originally submitted scheme on 
grounds of overshadowing the dwelling to the south-east ('Mulberry Tree Cottage'). In 
particular, concerns have been raised that some of the north facing side windows are the 
only ones to the kitchen, ground floor study and a bedroom to the first floor. The revised 
scheme however, has reduced the height of the side extension from 3 storeys to a 1.5 storey 
chalet style extension and consequently the level of overshadowing has been significantly 
reduced since said comments were received. While it is acknowledged that the extension 
would be in close proximity to the shared boundary, the dwellings are angled away from each 
other and ridge height is considered low enough to allow sufficient light to the ground floor 
kitchen and first floor bedroom windows. There would still be some loss of light to the ground 
floor study, however this is not felt to be sufficient to warrant a refusal. It is also noteworthy 
that whilst not enforceable, the agent has confirmed that three Leylandi trees will be removed 
from the shared boundary, which will also improve access to daylight.  
 
On balance, the extension and alterations are not considered to affect the living conditions of 
the adjoining neighbours to a significantly detrimental extent and as such, are considered 
acceptable.  
 
HIGHWAY SAFETY 
The proposed scheme would not affect the existing parking provision or access 
arrangements and as such, is not considered detrimental to highway safety. 
 
CONCLUSION 
In light of the above, it is considered that the proposal complies with the policies outlined 
above and should be granted permission. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted 
any different action to that recommended. 
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Item No: 5  
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.15/0764/LBC 
 

Site Address  4 Coldstream Cottages, Sheepscombe, Stroud, Gloucestershire 
 

Town/Parish  Painswick Parish Council 
 

Grid Reference  389165,210271 
 

Application 
Type 

Listed Building Consent 
 

Proposal  Removal of partition wall in the sitting room. 
 

  
   

 
 
 

  
Applicant’s 
Details 

Mrs J. Power 
4 Coldstream Cottages, Sheepscombe, Stroud, GL6 7RQ,  
 

Agent’s Details  None 
 

Case Officer  Kate Russell 
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Application 
Validated 

16.04.2015 

 RECOMMENDATION  
Recommended 
Decision 

Refusal  

For the 
following 
reasons: 

 
 1. The original fabric of the partition and associated ventilation grilles 

were removed without the benefit of Listed Building Consent. 
Whilst the partition and its associated features are undeniably 
modern replacements, their evidential value, and their group value 
when taken with the spit racks and cupboards, form an essential 
part of the significance of the Listed building. The removal of the 
partition, door and ventilation grille would result in the loss of 
important contributors to the Listed building's character and special 
historic interest, therefore the proposal is not considered to comply 
with the provisions of policies contained in the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the NPPF, the 
emerging Historic Environment Advice Note 2, nor the adopted 
Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005, or Submission Draft 
Local Plan, December 2013. 

 
 CONSULTEES  
Comments  
Received  

 

Not Yet 
Received  

Parish / Town 
 

 CONTRIBUTORS  
Letters of 
Objection  

 
 

Letters of 
Support  

 
E Skinner, 1 The Green, Sheepscombe  
G Walsh, Sheepscombe,   
D Davenport, Extracover , Far End  
K Howes, "Farundell", Sheepscombe, Stroud,   
 

Letters of 
Comment  

     
 

 OFFICER’S REPORT  
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DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING  
Coldstream Cottages appear in the statutory list of 1990, listed grade II.  The row, which 
dates from the late 17th century through to the second half of the 18th century, was originally 
four cottages, converted into a single dwelling in the 20th century and then restored to four 
cottages in 2005.   
 
The cottages are constructed of squared coursed limestone under a stone slate roof to the 
front and a concrete tile roof to the rear.  The fenestration is mainly 3 light mullions with 
chamfers and drip moulds to the front and an assortment of windows to the rear.   
 
In 2005, Number 4 had remained virtually untouched and retained many historic features. Of 
greatest significance on the ground floor were the rare survivals of an elm stud partition 
containing a door with a ventilation grille above, off a room with original fireplace cupboards, 
and a spit rack over the fireplace.  Such features have been found to date from as early as 
the 17th century, and tell much of the social history of the house.  As a group, the partition, 
the ventilation grille, the spit racks and cupboards are of an historic interest that is as great as 
the sum of its parts.   
 
The importance of preserving these rare survivals was recognized when the cottage was 
refurbished. A new extension was added to Number 4 in order to create a house that would 
generate enough income to make the restoration of the whole row of cottages viable. The 
new extension provided a great deal of new living space, but left the original cottage distinct 
and separate, with all its significant features and historic fabric carefully preserved. 
 
PROPOSAL  
Removal of partition wall in the sitting room. 
 
REVISED DETAILS  
None 
 
RELEVANT HISTORY  
S.12/0376/LBC Retrospective application for the removal of an internal wall. REFUSED 
S.05/1081/LBC Alteration, repair and extension.  Restore single dwelling to four cottages. 
 
CONSULTATION RESPONSES  
Public 
Four support on the grounds that the sitting room is too small, and that the wall is modern. 
Parish 
Support 
Consultations  
None 
 
REASONS FOR DECISION 
For the purposes of Regulation 2 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
(England) (Amendment) Regulations 2003, the reasons for the Council's decision is 
summarised below. In considering the Application, the Council has given special regard to 
the desirability of preserving the building, or its setting, or any features of special architectural 
or historic interest that it possesses. Where relevant, reference is made to Government policy 
set out in the National Planning Policy Framework, the policies set out in the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the emerging Historic Environment Advice Note 
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2, and the Stroud District Local Plan and the Stroud District Council Local Plan, Submission 
Draft, 2013.    
 
PLANNING POLICY AND GUIDANCE   
 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990  
Paragraph 16(2) - In considering whether to grant listed building consent for any works the 
local planning authority or the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability 
of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic 
interest which it possesses. 
 
Paragraph 66(1) - In considering whether to grant planning permission for development 
which affects a listed building or its setting, the local panning authority or, as the case may 
be, the Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the 
building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest, and in 
particular, listed buildings. 
 
National Planning Policy Framework  
Paragraphs 126-141 of the NPPF is of relevance when assessing proposals on sites 
designated as Conservation Areas, or listed buildings and their setting.  
Paragraph 132, 'When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance 
of a designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset's conservation. The 
more important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or 
lost through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting…' 
 
The emerging Historic Environment Advice Note 2: Hi storic England  
 
Stroud District Council Local Plan, Adopted Novembe r 2005 
Policy BE5 to BE12  
 
Stroud District Council Local Plan, Submission Draf t, 2013 
Delivery Policy ES10 
Valuing our historic environment and assets 
 
DESIGN/APPEARANCE/IMPACT ON THE BUILDING   
The following is a quote from the Officer's report at the time of the restoration of the cottage, 
now Number 4: 
 
'Apart from some mid 20th century fittings, this cottage is almost unchanged since the 18th 
century and contains many features that are now very rare in the district. The treatment of 
this cottage has to be very sensitive.' 
 
Amongst these features were those described in the preamble above; this application now 
proposes their removal. 
 
Good conservation philosophy holds that interior plans and individual features of interest 
should be respected and left unaltered as far as possible; the removal of later additions that 
are of special interest in themselves, in order to return a building to an 'original' form has long 
been held to be inappropriate- indeed it was such works that prompted the birth of the 
conservation movement.  
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These principles are so fundamental that they were enshrined by Government in the now 
withdrawn PPG 15, and their importance remains so high that the principles are re-iterated in 
the emerging Historic England Advice Note 2, the draft of which states: 
 
'...additions and changes in response to the changing needs of owners and occupants over 
time may themselves be a key part of the asset's significance.' and 
 
'The plan form of a building is frequently one of its most important characteristics and internal 
partitions, staircases (whether decorated or plain, principal or secondary) and other features 
are likely to form part of its significance. Indeed they may be its most significant feature. 
Proposals to remove or modify internal arrangements, including the insertion of new 
openings or extension underground, will be subject to the same considerations of impact on 
significance (particularly architectural interest) as for externally visible alterations.' 
 
This application was submitted with a fairly extensive justification statement prepared by a 
private consultant who approaches the matter from several angles. Firstly, it is argued that 
the partition is of no interest because it was not inserted at the time of the cottage's 
construction. This is not proven, as all the features contained in the room could date from the 
17th century. Even so, as discussed above, even if the partitioning is of a slightly later date 
than the original build, it does not mean it is not of significance, indeed its insertion would 
form part of the building's special historic interest.  
 
The agent's report goes on to argue that it is unlikely that the space behind the partition was 
a pantry, because it would place a necessarily cool room just off a heated room. This is 
disputed. The partition is clearly evident in early 19th century plans, with the small space 
behind labelled as 'pantry'. No such configuration is shown in the other cottages in the row, 
and all the rooms in the row are clearly labelled. Space in cottages such as this was 
obviously limited- as the report points out, rooms were multi-functional, and cooking was 
often done on the living room fireplace. This is certainly the case here- the ventilation grille 
above the pantry door, the cupboards by the fireplace, and the spit racks above, clearly 
indicate that the current sitting room was once used as a kitchen. It is not unusual to find 
pantries off kitchens; it is therefore entirely probably that the pantry was as described on the 
plans.  
 
The report further argues that, had the space behind the partition been intended to be a 
room, then the back of the original partition would have been better finished. This is not the 
case- the back of the partition would have only been seen in the context of a functional room 
by the occupants of the cottage- there would have been no need to finish it to a high 
standard.  
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The applicant's main justification for the removal of the partition is that is no longer built of 
historic fabric. It is an undeniable fact that the fabric of the current partition is modern, the 
historic fabric having been lost as a result of unauthorised alterations to the Listed building, a 
criminal action under Section 9 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990.  
 
The lost partition was of great interest in its design, construction, and patina; however, as 
discussed above, its interest was also in its evidential and group value. The Local Planning 
Authority, even though prosecution could have been a very real option, took the pragmatic 
view that the return of a partition, with associated features, in the original's position, would be 
a compromise sufficient enough to outweigh the very significant harm to the building caused 
by the loss of the original.  
 
Obviously, the partition could not be rebuilt in the destroyed historic material, however, it has 
been built in an appropriate replacement material; to now use the fact that the replacement 
partition is 'modern', and can therefore be removed, is tantamount to asking the Local 
Planning Authority to reward the removal of the historic partition. Officers see no reason to 
deviate from the LPA's previously firmly stated belief that the total removal of the partition and 
associated features would cause unacceptable harm to the character and historic interest of 
the Listed building, particularly when the justification for its removal stems from an 
unauthorised action.  
 
Paragraph 134 of the NPPF requires that public benefits should be weighed against the 
harm. In this case, the benefit would be to a private individual, and this is not considered to 
be of sufficient weight to alter Officers' conclusions.  
The proposals do not accord with the policies set out in the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the NPPF, the emerging Historic Environment Advice Note 2, 
the Stroud District Local Plan, nor the Stroud District Council Local Plan, Submission Draft, 
2013.    .    
 
REVIEW OF CONSULTATION RESPONSES   
Parish: Noted 
Neighbours: Noted 
Consultees: None 
Officers: Do not support 
 
CONCLUSION 
The original fabric of the partition and associated ventilation grilles were removed without the 
benefit of Listed Building Consent; the partition was subsequently rebuilt to avoid formal 
enforcement action. Whilst the partition and its associated features are undeniably modern 
replacements, their evidential value, and their group value with the spit racks and cupboards, 
form an essential part of the significance of the Listed building. The removal of the partition, 
door and ventilation grille would result in the loss of important contributors to the Listed 
building's character and special historic interest, therefore the proposal is not considered to 
comply with the provisions of policies contained in the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990, the NPPF, the emerging Historic Environment Advice Note 2, 
nor the adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2005, Submission Draft Local Plan, 
December 2013. 
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SI 2274 STATEMENT 
For the reasons given above the application is recommended for refusal.  The 
applicant/agent has been contacted and the issues explained.   
  
RECOMMENDATION 
You are recommended to refuse Listed Building Consent for these works. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted 
any different action to that recommended. 
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